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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

One of the earliest analyses of the phases of the 

mind to be made during the development of scientific 

psychology was that of E. W. Scripture who, in 1895> 

entitled a book, Thinking, Feeling, Doing.^ Such a tri

chotomy, claiming to embrace all human possibilities of 

responses, seems today to be unnecessarily naive and suit

able for lay consumption only. Yet, with all of its 

simplicity, the classification remains as an exceedingly 

useful one from which more sophisticated departures can be 

made. 

Accepting for the moment Scripture's classification 

as being a practical one, certain speculations can be made 

which are relevant to the present study. These involve 

conjectures as to whether man would lose his humanity if 

any one of these phases were to be eliminated from his 

nature. 

The thinking, or cognitive, phase of human activity 

cannot be considered as one which could be dispensed with. 

Man's thinking potential is the most important factor 

1 E. W. Scripture, Thinking, Feeling, Doing 
(Meadville, Pennsylvania': Flood and Vincent, 1895). 

1 
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differentiating him from the animals. Without it, man would 

no longer possess his most unique characteristic. There is, 

therefore, no serious difference of opinion as to whether 

man's cognitive activity were better excluded from his 

constitution. 

In the same frame of conjecture, the active, or 

conative, aspect of man's nature is left.unharmed by such 

philosophical speculation. Action is necessary for man's 

survival as an organism and also as a method of implementing 

the cognitive aspect of his nature. A disembodied, purely 

cognitive creature is certainly not to be considered as a 

preferable or even possible goal for the future develop

ment of man. 

No such certainty, however, can be achieved in regard 

to the feeling, or as it is better named, emotional aspect 

of man's nature. Emotion is responsible for the enjoyment 

of life: making the performance of certain activities, the 

consideration of certain thoughts, and the achievement of 

certain goals pleasurable. The reverse of these attributes 

is equally true. Emotion is responsible for cruelty, jeal

ousy, fear, and hatred--certainly undesirable characteris

tics of man. 

Even more specifically, emotion has been accused of 

handicapping the other two phases of Scripture's classifi

cation. Clear thinking is notoriously difficult and even 
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erroneous if attempted when the individual is in the grip 

of strong emotion. Conation, likewise, may be adversely 

affected by emotion, particularly when there is a necessity 

for precise and delicate movements. Thus, while ancient 

philosophers granted the desirable features of emotion, they 

often pointed out that," all things considered, the world 

would be a better place in which to live if man were to be 

an organism not possessed of emotion. 

The consideration of this impractical dichotomy of 

emotion and non-emotion gave way in time to a continuum in 

which the extremes could be considered as "no emotion" and 

"extreme emotion" with a middle area between representing 

intermediate degrees of emotion. Investigators of this 

middle area held generally to the opinion that a partial 

organization of the emotional aspect of human activity had 

a favorable effect upon the other two components. Cognition 

and conation, it was felt, not only benefited from the 

presence of moderate amounts of emotional involvement but 

actually required it. 

The three foregoing divergent points of view in 

regard to emotion have been voiced in the present time. 

There are lay people who have advocated an exclusively 

intellectual approach to human problems; others have felt 

that moderate emotional involvement expressed in the form of 

interests, annoyances, or concerns would be desirable; and 
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a third group has insisted, as in the words of Emerson, that 

2 "nothing great is ever achieved without enthusiasm." 

These lay opinions have been reflected in contem

porary psychological theories which, although expressed in 
I 
j more exact and scholarly terms, have been concerned with the 
i 
i 

same three gradations of emotional involvement and their 

effects upon various kinds of human responses. To obtain 

research data in this area, human subjects have been con

fronted with various kinds of laboratory-type tasks and 

subjected to differing amounts of emotion-causing stresses. 

The effects have been measured with laboratory devices and 

the results published in various professional journals. 

Although these studies have had value as contribu

tions to the mass of psychological knowledge, they have not 

been of practical value to the general citizenry. Studies 

are still needed at the present time that will measure the 

effects of various amounts of psychological tension on 

activities that are relatively common to all individuals. 

One of these activities is most certainly the taking of 

subject matter tests, which are administered routinely in 

I schools and colleges. Many studies dealing with various 

phases of test-taking were made, especially in the 19^-0's 

! ? 

Ralph Waldo Emerson, "Circles," The Complete Essays 
and Other Writings of Ralph Waldo Emerson, Brooks Atkinson, 
editor (New York: The Modern Library, 1950), p. 290. 
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and 1950's. These studies differed in the means utilized to 

produce psychological tension, in the methods used to meas

ure it, and in the particular kind of dependent variable by 

which the effect was determined. They are reported in 

greater detail in Chapter IV of this report. Also discussed 

later (in Chapter III) is Arnold's Excitatory Theory of 

Emotion, which provided a basis for the specific hypotheses 

te sted. 

I. THE PROBLEM 

Research conducted in the social sciences, as well as 

that conducted in the physical sciences, should attempt by 

its procedures to arrive at answers to specific problems. 

Answers to these problems are achieved by testing specific 

hypotheses, derived from theory, that have been stated as 

possible solutions. In this section, the problems and 

hypotheses tested in the present investigation are pre

sented. 

Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this 

study: (1) to determine whether significant differences in 

achievement test performance resulted when matched groups of 

college students were subjected to differing amounts of 

psychological tension; and (2) to determine the relationship 

of the tension measurements to scores on a personality test. 
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The five specific hypotheses tasted by the method of 

using three matched groups of college students were: 

1. The mean achievement test performance of the group 
subjected to a minimum tension-stimulus will be 
higher than the mean performance of the groups 
subjected to either a maximum or medium tension-
stimulus. 

2. The mean achievement test performance of the group 
subjected to a maximum tension-stimulus will be 
higher than the mean performance of the groups 
subjected to either a medium or minimum tension-
stimulus. 

3. The mean achievement test performance of the group 
subjected to a medium tension-stimulus will be 
higher than the mean performance of the groups 
subjected to either a minimum or maximum tension-
stimulus. 

Lj.. There will be no significant difference between the 
mean achievement test performance of any of the 
three groups when they are subjected to differing 
degrees of tension-arousing stimuli. 

5. The relationship between tension measurements and 
selected scores on the Minnesota Multiphasic 
Personality Inventory will not be found to be 
significantly different from zero. 

Importance of the study. Some indication of the 

Importance of studies dealing with psychological tension and 

its effects on behavior may be gained by noting the number 

of studies dealing with the topic that were reported in 

Psychological Abstracts during the five year period of 

195^-1958. Studies were counted if they mentioned the terms 

"tension" or "anxiety" in their titles. During this period, 

there were forty-seven studies dealing with tension of some 
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type and four hundred studies dealing with anxiety. While 

it is granted that a large number of investigations does not 

establish the worth of a subject area, it is evidence that 

serious recognition is being directed toward it. 

As further indication of the importance attached to 

this topic, Jenkyns and Lykken comment, "Anxiety is easily 

the most fashionable psychological variable at the present 

time."3 in the same publication for the following year, 

Brozek mentions an address by Selye and comments on it with 

the following words, "If the invited address presented at 

the American Psychological Association Day--the climax of 

annual meetings--may be taken as a signpost, 1956 was The 

Year of Stress."^ 

The area of investigation of the present study, test-

tension, was that of a particular kind of psychological 

stress. It investigated a smaller aspect of the larger 

topic of anxiety, which was, in turn, a portion of the still 

larger topic of emotion. In its treatment of test-tension, 

the present study has focused upon a localized, temporary 

state of anxiety, a form of the emotional state of fear. 

3james J. Jenkyns and David T. Lykken, "Individual 
Differences," Annual Review of Psychology (Palo Alto, 
California: Annual Reviews, Incorporated, 1957), VIII, 92. 

^J osef F. Brozek, "Physiological Psychology," Annual 
Review of Psychology (Palo Alto, California: Annual Reviews, 
Incorporated, 195^1* IX, 80. 
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The many investigations into the area of emotion and 

its subdivisions presented a great diversity of content. 

Some of them were concerned with laboratory-type proofs of 

the effect of psychological tension upon a particular motor 

skill; some of them were concerned with the validation of a 

new measure of clinical anxiety; while still others dealt 

with problems of how to dispel psychological tension. 

With all of the attention being paid to emotion and 

its aspects, there were still areas remaining in which 

studies needed to be made. It was felt by this writer that 

the present study would fill in gaps left by other studies 

in this area and reveal additional problems for future 

research. Thus, this study on the effect of varying degrees 

of psychological tension on test performance was considered 

by the writer to be both timely and feasible. 

Some of the importance of a study may be determined 

by its practicality and applicability to a particular kind 

of situation. Within the limitations of the present study, 

it was hoped that the findings would be of interest to 

teachers in institutions of higher learning. 

College teachers are familiar with the type of state

ment by students which places the blame for poor subject 

matter test performance on the testing situation or on their 

emotional reactions to it, rather than on their own 
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inadequate preparation. Such statements as the following 

are typical and illustrative: 

1. "I go all to pieces when I have to take a test, any 
test.11 

2. "I knew the material cold; but when I saw that test 
paper in front of me, I just went blank." 

3. "Everything that I had studied the night_ before just 
flew out of the window." 

14-. "I knew the answer to that. Why did I put the wrong 
thing down?" 

Some of these anguished statements may be dismissed 

as rationalizations to justify inadequate preparation or as 

bids for sympathy, but there remains a third possibility 

that the strong tension developed in the situation was gen

uinely disruptive to test performance. 

The validity of the student's assertion that he knew 

the material is, of course, open to question. His crite

rion of "really knowing the material" is too often in terms 

of rote answers to specific questions. If the questions 

were not in exactly the same wording as those studied the 

night before, he may not have been able to make the shift 

in set that was necessary to answer the questions correctly. 

Another indication of the importance of an investiga

tion is its potential contribution to theory. Ideally, 

experimental results should confirm or refute a principle 

propounded by the investigator or some other theorist. In 

the present investigation, the experimental procedure was 
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designed to produce results which would confirin one of four 

conflicting hypotheses, each concerned with the effect of 

varying degrees of psychological tension upon equated 

groups. 

The first hypothesis stated that test performance 

would be best in the one out of three groups which had been 

subjected to the least amount of psychological tension. 

This hypothesis, which holds that emotion is disorganizing 

to intellectual activity, is supportive of the beliefs of 

Woodworth, Dockeray, Munn, and others who have been pointed 
£ 

out in a critical article by Leeper,-^ discussed in this 

report in Chapter III. 

The second of these stated that test performance 

would be best in the one out of three groups which had been 

subjected to the greatest amount of tension. Although this 

hypothesis might have, in theory, been supported by the 

results, it was not one which would have been upheld by any 

known theorist in the field. In regard to the present 

study, it existed as a possible but improbable outcome. 

The third hypothesis, supportive of Magda Arnold's 

theory, would hold that the best performance should come 

^R. W. Leeper, "A Motivational Theory of Emotions to 
Replace Emotions as a Disorganized Response," Psychological 
Review, LV (January, 1958)> 5-21. 
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from that group which was subjected to an intermediate level 

of tension. This theory is discussed in greater detail in 

Chapter III. 

The fourth consideration, in this case the null 

hypothesis, would hold that varying degrees of tension would 

produce no more differences in test performance between the 

groups than could be accounted for by chance factors or 

errors of measurement. 

II. DEFINITIONS OP TERMS 

Each field of knowledge possesses its ovm. nomencla

ture, which is used in particular ways by individuals 

writing in that area. In this investigation, certain terms 

are used that have specific meanings in the field of 

psychology and education. In addition, there are certain 

terms that have been given meanings that are unique to 

this experiment. 

Psychological tension. For the purpose of this 

investigation, psychological tension shall be considered to 

be one of several components of emotion. Thus, the presence 

of psychological tension will imply the presence of some 

degree of emotion; and conversely the presence of emotion, 

particularly that of fear or rage, will imply the presence 

of psychological tension. This is in line with Drover1s 
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definition of tension as "a feeling of strain; a general 

sense of disturbance of equilibrium and of readiness to 

alter behavior to meet some almost threatening factor in the 

situation. 

Emotion. Throughout this study, emotion shall be 

considered as, in the words of Warren, "an experience or 

mental state characterized by a strong degree of feeling and 

usually accompanied by motor expression, often quite 

intense.Similarly, Drever writes that emotion is: 

. . . differently described and explained by different 
psychologists, but all agree that it is a complex state 
of the organism, involving bodily changes of a wide- . 
spread character--in breathing, pulse, gland secretion, 
etc.--and, on the mental side, a state of excitement or 
perturbation, marked by strong feeling, and usually an 
impulse toward a definite form of behavior.° 

Subject matter achievement test. This term shall be 

used to describe an objective-type test, entitled "General 

Test of Knowledge of Psychology," that covered major facts 

presented during a one semester's course in general psychol

ogy. Content validity was assumed, since items selected for 

^James Drever, A Dictionary of Psychology 
(Harmondsworth, England: Penguin Books, 1952), p. 291. 

"^Howard Warren, Dictionary of Psychology (New York: 
Houghton Mifflin Company^ 193^), p. 91. 

^Drever, ojd. cit., p. 80. 
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the test were the result of what Ross calls "an act of 

judgment as to the adequacy of the sampling Included in the 

test. 

Affective Involvement Scale (AIS). By Affective 

Involvement Scale shall be meant an instrument developed by 

the writer for the purpose of measuring psychological ten

sion developed in students who are taking tests. This scale 

is a revision of a somewhat similar scale developed by 

Mandler and Sarason.'1'® It consists of thirteen items that 

refer to various introspective concomitants of emotion. The 

subject makes a check on a line at the point which seems to 

describe his tension state most accurately. Scoring is 

accomplished by adding the separate line-scores and dividing 

by thirteen to compute the mean. A copy of this Affective 

Involvement Scale will be found in Appendix A. 

Pulse rate. Throughout the report of this investiga

tion, pulse rate shall refer to the mean number of heart 

beats per minute as experienced by the subjects themselves. 

In most cases, the pulse rate was determined at the wrist. 

9<J. Ross, Measurement in Today* s Schools (New 
York: Prentice-Hall, Incorporated, 19i+7)> P. 70. 

^°George Mandler and Seymour B. Sarason, "A Study of 
Anxiety and Learning," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psy
chology, XLVII (April, 1952),155-73. 
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The minute interval was signaled by the investigator and was 

repeated for five trials. 

Total raw scores. Total raw scores shall mean the 

total number of points earned by students on two objective 

achievement tests in psychology given during the fourth and 

eighth weeks of the course. 

Test packet. This term shall refer to the device by 

which the writing pressure exerted on the test paper by the 

subjects was measured. This score will be referred to as 

the "carbon-pressure score." Each test packet was built up 

of seven sheets of white paper, between which were six 

sheets of carbon paper. The top sheet, alone, of each 

packet had test items duplicated on it, and the subjects _ 

wrote their answers on this sheet. Successive sheets of 

white paper were numbered two through seven. A subject who 

bore down heavily might have made a legible imprint on sheet 

number seven, for example, while a subject who bore down 

lightly might not have made a legible imprint beyond sheet 

number three. 

There were two forms of test packets. One form was 

used for obtaining normal test situation pressure measure

ments and was entitled, "Practice Test on the History of 

Psychology." The other form was used for obtaining exper

imental values and was entitled, "General Test of Knowledge 
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of Psychology." Each form had two pages of questions, each 

page being a separate test packet. 

The first page of the "Practice Test on the History 

of Psychology," used to determine control values for carbon-

pressure and pulse rate, contained one problem involving the 

computation of the subject's mean pulse rate from five 

trials. This was followed by six fill-in-the-blanks items -

asking for the names of various prominent psychologists, 

each identified by a brief description. The second page 

consisted of four multiple choice items and five true-false 

items, all dealing with the history of psychology. Only 

carbon-pressure scores and mean pulse rates were obtained 

as a result of administering the control test packets. 

The first page of the "General Test of Knowledge of 

Psychology," from which experimental values were taken, con

sisted of five statistical problems that first required the 

subjects to compute their mean pulse rate from five trials, 

and second, to designate the median and crude mode of a 

given group of scores. The next problem asked for the 

limits between which the middle 68.26 per cent of the scores 

of a normal distribution would lie. The mean and standard 

deviation were given. The final question in the statistical 

section asked for the number and sign which would express 

perfect negative correlation. 
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Part two of the first page of the experimental test 

packets consisted of eight recall items that asked for the 

names of prominent psychologists from brief descriptions 

that were given. Two of these items were the first two 

questions on page two. 

The remaining twenty items on page two of the exper

imental test packets involved the recall of terms and 

definitions stressed in class lectures. A total of thirty-

five points could be earned by a perfect score on both pages 

of the packets. Prom these experimental test packets a mean 

pulse rate, a carbon-pressure score, and a final achievement 

score in psychology for each subject could be obtained. 

Copies of all test packets will be found in Appendix B. 

III. LIMITATIONS OP THE STUDY 

An investigator who undertakes to impose tension-

producing stimuli upon human subjects must recognize and 

accept the fact that even if experimentally induced tension 

is apparent, it is usually not equivalent to the tension 

produced by life situations outside of the laboratory. The 

various formalities and conditions connected with experimen

tal control becomes evident to the subjects, and they tend to 

develop a set which might be termed "experimental" or "non-

threatening" as compared with the desired set, which would 
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be actual or threatening. Thus, even though in the present 

study, conditions were so arranged that they approximated an 

actual classroom situation in which a subject matter test 

was to be given, it would be presumptuous to claim that all 

subjects were deceived by the fiction that had to be 

developed. Neither could it be claimed that the tension-

producing stimulus had the same effect that an actual threat 

would have had. There was a tendency on the part of the 

subjects to downgrade the threatening aspects of the exper

imental situation. This probably never reached the point of 

no-threat or ego-involvement, but it did lessen the range of 

the tension scores. 

Determination of pulse rate. In the present exper

iment, several subjects had difficulty in determining their 

pulse rates to the extent that the mean pulse rate derived 

was not the mean of five trials but of four, three, two, or 

in a few isolated cases, one. The inaccuracy of such single 

measures did not materially alter the final experimental 

results, for they tended to cancel out as-a result of being 

equally distributed throughout the three groups. 

Uncontrolled variables. Despite a sincere attempt to 

control all variables except tension, certain factors may 

have exerted an effect. When such factors were recognized, 
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control was assumed if they had the same chance to vary In 

each of the three groups. In this latter category were: 

the amount of previous study, the subjects' strengthened 

determination as a result of previous low test grades, the 

number of other examinations taken by the subjects just pre

viously, and the amount of coffee drunk by the subject just 

before the time of the experiment. Such factors as these 

could not be controlled without indicating to the subjects 

the experimental nature of the procedure. 

Unfamiliar procedure. The experimental controls and 

unfamiliar procedure interfered with the purpose of the 

study in another way. The subjects must have noted that the 

packets necessary for the measurement of pressure were not 

of the usual order of testing materials; neither was it a 

standard procedure to count one's pulse rate during a sub

ject matter achievement test. Therefore, to the extent that 

these differences were noted and reacted to, the experimen

tal procedure was atypical and artificial. Since, however, 

the same circumstances were imposed upon all three groups 

at the same time, the experimental procedure was a control

led constant rather than a variable. 

The findings of this investigation were, therefore, 

limited to the precise conditions under which they were 

obtained. They cannot necessarily be considered as 
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generally descriptive of all collegiate classroom testing 

situations. 

IV. ORGANIZATION OP THE REMAINDER OP THE DISSERTATION 

The previous sections of this report have dealt with 

the justification of the problem, the definitions of terms 

used, and the limitations of the dissertation. The three 

chapters following deal with the procedures and results of 

previous research concerned with the same general area. In 

these chapters, an attempt is made to justify further the 

present effort in the light of the incompleteness of these 

research investigations. In the fifth chapter, a descrip

tion of the experimental procedure is presented. This 

includes the methods of equating the groups on the relevant 

variables and a description of the experiment as actually 

performed. The sixth chapter contains a discussion of the 

results of the experiment. 

The final chapter reviews the problem, the hypoth

eses and justification for the investigation. The tests of 

the hypotheses by the experimental procedure is restated 

briefly and such recommendations for further research and 

conclusions as seem justified are presented. References 

and appendices are included in the portion that follows 

the last chapter. 



CHAPTER II 

EARLY BACKGROUND OP THEORY 

Heidbreder's statement that "the affective processes 

constitute one" of the most confused and controversial field 

in all psychology""'' is not one which gives encouragement to 

those seeking for certainty in their knowledge of human 

beings. In fact, the statement seems to indicate that in 

this area all is chaos: with much movement, but little 

progress; much speculation, but very little uncovering of 

facts. The idea even suggests itself that man abandon any 

attempt to learn anything about his own emotional make-up 

and concentrate on less interesting but more comprehensible 

phases of his being. Serious students of human nature, how 

ever, have seldom been deterred by the complexities or 

confusions inherent in their subject matter. Instead, all 

through the ages these philosophers, clergymen, psychol

ogists, and physiologists have given to the knowledge of 

emotion a forward movement--movement, however, which bears 

more resemblance to the inexorable advance of a flow of vol 

canic lava than it does to the swift and directed flight of 

an arrow. 

^"Edna Heidbreder, Seven Psychologies (New York: 
D. Appleton-Century Company, Incorporated, 1933), P« 137• 

20 
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The following overview of the development of theory 

and knowledge of emotion tells the story of this progress. 

It will be seen that the growing edge of knowledge is 

dependent upon the size and nature of the mass behind it. 

This indicates that it is necessary and desirable to trace 

the history of general theories of emotion to provide a 

background for the specific theories which are presented 

later in Chapters III and IV of the present report. 

I. PRESCIENTIFIC THEORIES ON THE NATURE OF EMOTION 

Many ancient theories dealing with the characteris

tics of emotion advanced the dualistic point of view that 

the human organism housed two conflicting natures within 

itself. These two, emotion and reason, were characterized 

as being in constant conflict and were, to some extent, 

mutually exclusive. When the first was dominant in the 

behavior of the individual, the second was assumed to be 

dormant. As emotion lessened its hold on behavior, reason 

gained influence. This point of view was put forth in the 

works of ancient poets and philosophers who wrote many lines 

pointing out the struggle of sense with soul, heart with 

head, or reason with passion. 

Ancient Greek and Roman theories. Heraclitus (circa 

505 B.C.) in his discussion of the early Greek period, is 
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quoted by Ruckmick as saying, "It is hard to contend with 

passion: for whatever it desires it buys at the cost of the 

soul.Likewise, McGill, with a disregard for the date of 

the previous reference, points out in the preface of his 

book, "It was Plato (lj.27-324-7 B.C.) in the Phaedrus who first 

gave expression to this dualism of emotion and reason.'^ 

Continuing in regard to Plato's pronouncements, Ruckmick 

addrs, . . it should be noted that bodily sensations, 

perceptions, and feelings furnished a constant obstacle to 

clear thinking. 

Following Plato, but greater than he, was his stu

dent, Aristotle (3824.-322 B.C.) who, according to Gardiner, 

Metcalf, and Beebe-Genter, "... gave us . . . the first 

connected and relatively systematic study of the emotions 

and passions."^ Aristotle believed in the unity of body and 

mind but nevertheless assigned varying and contradictory 

functions to the pair. 

^Christian A. Ruckmick, The Psychology of Feeling 
and Emotion (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1936), 
p. 30. 

^V. J. McGill, amotions and Reason (Springfield, 
Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, 195i|), p. viii. 

^Ruckmick, 0£. cit., p. 31. 

^H. M. Gardiner, Ruth Clark Metcalf, and 
John G. Beebe-Center, Feeling and Emotions (New York: 
American Book Company, 1937)7 P. 
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Aristotle is quoted by Dennis as having written in 

this regard: 

Under the influence of strong feeling we are easily 
deceived regarding our sensations. Similarly, everybody 
is easily deceived when in anger or influenced by any 
strong desire, and the more subject one is to these 
feelings, the more one is deceived.6 

In regard to the physical manifestations of emotion, 

Aristotle himself wrote little. His students, the 

Peripatetics who presumably reflected the ideas of their 

master, wrote a good deal. According to Gardiner, Metcalf, 

and Beebe-Center, the Peripatetics identified the origin of 

all physical manifestations as a "redistribution of the 

vital heat as a result of the change in flow of the blood."7 

Fantastic as these speculations appear, they never
theless contain the germs of the idea that the organic 
expressions of the emotions are essential parts of the 
phenomena to be studied, and that they arise in the main 
instinctively and spontaneously with reference to the 
welfare of the organism.® 

During the Roman Era, philosophical speculation gave 

way to the practical realities of law and engineering with 

the result that there was little further definition of the 

effect of emotion upon behavior and thought. Psychology, 

incapsulated in philosophy, not only made no advance during 

^Wayne Dennis, Readings in General Psychology (New 
York: Prentice-Hall, Incorporated,-19WTT p. 87. 

"^Gardiner, Metcalf, and Beebe-Center, ojo. clt., 
p. 5k-

8Ibid., p. 56. 
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this time but actually lost some of its knowledges which had 

been discovered previously by the Greeks. Thought and emo

tion, when they were discussed at all, were still considered 

as being in conflict with each other. 

Reymert, in his opening address to the Wittenberg 

Symposium on Peelings and Emotions in 1927, said: 

Looking out over human history in a philosophical light, 
we find a clear division line already drawn in ancient 
Indian philosophy in its differentiation of love and 
thought. Greek classical philosophy shifts its differ
entiation to mood and intellect. The scholasticism and 
mysticism of the Middle Ages are charged, the first, 
with intellect and, the second, with emotion.9 

Theories of the early Christian era. During the 

first century after Christ, this warring of diverse natures 

within man was pointed out very clearly by Plutarch (circa 

46-120). Gardiner, Metcalf, and Beebe-Center report his 

beliefs in these words: 

As Plutarch . . . states the doctrine, lust, anger, 
fear, etc. were perverse opinions and false judgments, 
not formed in some inferior faculty but such motions 
back and forth, such operations and energies of the 
whole directive faculty, as are ready to be turned with 
the greatest ease this way and that "like the sudden 
motions and eruptions in children, the violence and 
impetuosity whereof, by reason of their imbecility 
and weakness, are very fleeting and inconstant."!* 

^Martin l. Reymert, "Why Peelings and Emotion?" 
Feelings and Emotions, Martin L. Reymert, editor (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1950), p. xix. 

•^Gardiner, Metcalf, and Beebe-Center, op. cit., 
p. 68. 
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Similarly, Plutarch in his essay, "Of Those Whom God is Slow 

to Punish," writes, "It is a difficult thing for a man to 

resist the natural necessity of mortal passions. 

With the beginning of the Christian Era, a renewed 

interest developed in the study of the soul and of all 

things pertaining to it. Questions and answers concerning 

such properties of the soul had to be discussed within the 

framework of Christian doctrine, although the origin of 

these Christian pronouncements was, in turn, ancient Greek. 

As an example, Augustine (35^-1+30), Bishop of Hippo, 

advocated the study of the soul for the purpose of learning 

about one's weakness and God's perfection. Gardiner, 

Metcalf, and Beebe-Center note that in regard to passions, 

Augustine believed that they were: 

. . . perturbing motions of the soul which were contrary 
to nature . . . not to be ascribed to God or to the 
angels. On the other hand, they are not to be referred 
to the body, for they exist in discarnate evil 
spirits.12 

The philosophical speculations of the church fathers 

on matters pertaining to the soul and mind were not accom

panied during this time by any original research in the 

Hjohn B.artlett, "Plutarch," Familiar Quotations 
(tenth edition; New York: Blue Ribbon Books, Incorporated, 
1919), P. 302. 

i O 
-"-•^Gardiner, Metcalf, and Beebe-Center, o£. cit., 

P. 97. 
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physiological or medical areas. In fact, as Zilboorg and 

Henry express it, "The medical world entered the twilight 

which is commonly called the Dark Ages."-1-^ This period 

extended roughly from A.D. 1^.00 to A.D. 900. 

Theories developed during the Middle Ages. At first, 

the medical school at Alexandria maintained its pre

eminence, but gradually it was restricted in its studies by 

the Christian regime. "The East," continue Zilboorg and 

Henry, "maintained for a while longer its cultural contact 

with the vanishing Alexandrian traditions."-'-^- Through this 

contact, the Arabs achieved a reputation for knowledge in 

the medical and physiological areas. Most of this knowl

edge, however, had been uncovered at Alexandria and was not 

the result of original research carried on by the Arabs 

themselves. Some advance was made by individual Arabs, 

nevertheless. Zilboorg and Henry further note that, "within 

a little over two hundred and fifty years, Arabian medicine 

reached a height reminiscent of the best days of Greek 

medicine. 

^^Gregory Zilboorg and George Wo Henry, A History of 
Medical Psychology (New York: ¥. W. Norton and Company, 
19*1.1), P. 93-

^Ibid., p. 113. 

1^ibid., p. 121. 
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This promised future development, however, was not 

to be fulfilled, for Zilboorg and Henry add: 

Despite the inspired earnestness of . . . Arabian 
medicine as a whole, however, the theocratic basis of 
the Arabian empire and the theurgic foundation of its 
culture stood in the way of truly original works. The 
Arabian physician shared the handicaps of his Christian 
colleague in that the Koran for the Arab, like the 
Scriptures for the Christian, was considered the source 
and authority for all knowledge. 

In the meantime, Christian scholars were formulating 

from the writings of Paul, Origen, and Augustine a kind of 

religious psychology which, as Murphy expresses it, . . 

dominated philosophy until the full revival of Aristotelian-

ism in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. "^-7 The name 

which stands above all others in the promulgation of Chris

tian beliefs and their reconciliation with the theories of 

Aristotle was Thomas Aquinas (1225-12714.). Murphy continues 

in commenting upon this: 

The immediate practical test of the new Aristotelian 
philosophy, as shown definitely in the work of 
Thomas Aquinas, was its capacity to~reconcile the 
humanity, urbanity, and naturalism of Aristotle with 
the body-rtiind dualism of Plato and the Church Fathers; 
and to make a theologically acceptable treatise repre
senting a union of ancient wisdom with those special 
doctrines upon which the salvation of the Christian soul 
depended. 

l6Ibid., p. 122. 

-^Gardiner Murphy, Historical Introduction to Modern 
Psychology (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1950), 
p. 11. 

l8Ibid. 
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In the area of knowledge of emotions, Aquinas 

attempted to bring order into what had been a disorganized 

collection of theories. He identified four fundamental 

"passions," and, as part of his theory, noted that a person 

who was subject to passions was, therefore, not in control 

of his actions. In spite of this pronouncement, however, 

the church did not decree that passions were evil. They 

were considered merely indications that man was fallible and 

weak and thus short of his ideal nature. 

II. EARLY SCIENTIFIC THEORIES ON THE EFFECT OF EMOTION 

Although scientific psychology is usually thought of 

as beginning with the opening of Wundt's laboratory in 1879, 

much scientific theorizing and some scientific experimen

tation in the psychological area had gone on previous to 

that time. 

Sixteenth and seventeenth century theories. In the 

study of emotion, Brett makes the point that "Descartes' 

(1596-1650) treatise on the emotions, Les Passions del Ame, 

must be reckoned one of the landmarks in the history of psy

chology."^^ This work was derived from some letters written 

on human happiness at the request of Princess Elizabeth of 

•*"%. S. Peters (ed.), Brett1 s History of Psychology 
(London: George Allen and Unwin Brothers, Limited, 1953)V 
p. 381* 
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the Palatinate in I6i|9« Descartes approached the problem 

with an attitude of contempt for the opinions which had been 

held on the topic in the past and an implied promise that 

new findings would be disclosed. 

To some extent, this promise was fulfilled. Brett 

notes that in Descartes1 Passions of the Soul, "Ideas and 

feelings tend to be associated."^0 Heidbreder writes: 

The relation between mind and body as Descartes saw it, 
is thus one of interaction. The mind acts on the body 
. . . and is acted upon by the body through its modes of 
sensation, emotion, and action.21 

According to Descartes, Brett adds: 

The emotions are instruments which subserve purpose; 
they tend to the good of the creature, because when the 
will is weak they provide bodily dispositions which 
make easy the actions that ought to be performed: they 
belong, in short, to a divinely ordered cosmos and are 
so far a part of the intelligible world that Descartes 
thinks they must be akin to intelligence, and some 
emotions are regarded as caused by the soul in which 
they occur, so that the physical changes are mere con
comitants. Descartes . . . felt the necessity of making 
room for "passions that the wise man may have."22 

Thus, in contrast to the previous theories and 

opinions, Descartes stands as indicating a cooperation and 

reinforcement between thought and emotion. This is not to 

say that Descartes was a monisto His name is inextricably 

linked with dualism in the frequently used term "Cartesian 

20lbid., p. 360. 

^Heidbreder, o£. cit., p. 37* 

^Peters, o£. cit., p. 383* 
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dualism," which refers to a mind-body identification. How

ever, this dualism was a distinction rather than a 

separation. 

In the seventeenth century, Nicholas Malebranche 

(1638-1715)# a French philosopher whose understanding of the 

physiological implications of emotion was so complete that 

his work is often regarded as the forerunner of the James-

Lange theory, discussed "passions" in his De la Recherche de 

la Verite. The main object of this work was to discover how 

the passions help and hinder the search for truth. 

Gardiner, Metcalf, and Beebe-Center point out that the views 

of Malebranche were mainly moral and religious and are warn

ings against the reliance upon passions for truth.^3 

Hobbes (1568-1679) and Spinoza (1632-1677) pro

mulgated theories which tended to displace the idea of the 

antagonistic functioning of reason and emotion. Both 

interpreted emotion in terms of strivings--strong tendencies 

toward environmental goals which, according to Hobbes, would 

contribute to individual welfare; or, according to the more 

philosophical Spinoza, would contribute to freedom from 

error. They agreed that emotions were part of the natural 

characteristics of mail and must be understood in order to 

understand man, himself. 

^Gardiner, Metcalf, and Beebe-Center, op. cit., 
p. 182. 
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In summarizing seventeenth century progress on the 

study of emotions, Gardiner, Metcalf, and Beebe-Center 

state: 

Like the discussions of the affective life in antiquity 
and the Middle Ages, the great systems of the passions 
in the seventeenth century arise in and are finally 
related to practical interests. Descartes and 
Malebranche study the passions with a view to their 
rational control: Hobbes and Spinoza examine them, the 
one in order to understand the forces to be taken 
account of in the complex machinery of society, the 
other to explain the process by which the individual 
escapes from bondage to external things and rises to 
freedom of action and spiritual peace in the intuition 
of his identity with the one, infinite, and eternal 
substance .2^}-

Eighteenth century theories. During the eighteenth 

century, interest in the emotions continued to occupy 

philosophers, who treated the subject from the standpoint of 

logic, but with an increase in the use of introspection. 

David Hume (1711-1776) is credited with the most 

definite exposition of the associationist point of view on 

the subject. This view had little to offer in regard to any 

physiological ba&is of emotion. It does, however, in the 

words of Brett, "propose to resolve complex passions into 

simpler states of feeling associated with ideas."^ 

At the same time, French writers were studying the 

affective life, but their investigations seemed to have more 

2^Ibid., p. 210. 

^Peters, ojd. cit., p. ij.20. 



literary than scientific worth. Rousseau (1712-1778) and. 

Condillac (1715-1780), during this time, supported the idea 

that emotions were a natural and inextricable part of man's 

behavior, while Lamettrie (1709-1751) felt that passions 

were upsetting to mental equilibrium. 

German affective psychology was predominantly under 

the influence of Leibnitz, and in the words of Gardiner, 

Metcalf, and Beebe-Center, ". . . shows solid achievements. 

It wins in the end the clear recognition that feeling . . . 

is as distinct and unique an aspect of mental life as know

ing or striving. This, continuing the words of Gardiner, 

Metcalf, and Beebe-Center: 

. . . foreshadows the coming outgrowth of psychology 
from philosophy. The nineteenth century, with its 
contributions from biology and with its laboratory 
methods of controlling conditions for studying the 
feelings, remains to bring the results of research in 
this field into a scientific setting severed from 
philosophical and practical relationships.27 

Theories of the early nineteenth century. The nine

teenth century brought new developments in many scientific 

areas, and psychology was no exception. Specifically in 

regard to the subject matter of the present study, Allport 

^Gardiner, Metcalf, and Beebe-Center, op. cit., 
p. 255. 

27Ibid., p. 275. 
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notes that ''emotional expression engaged the interest of 

four great investigators in the nineteenth century: Bell, 

2 3 
Piderit, Darwin, and Wundt." The last individual will be 

discussed in Chapter III. 

In 1806, Sir Charles Bell (177lj.-l8L|.2), a brilliant 

Scottish physiologist, anatomist, surgeon, and lecturer— 

soon to be more famous for his discovery of the facts of the 

Bell-Magendie Law--published his Anatomy and Philosophy of 

Expression as Connected with the Fine Arts. Ruckmick adds 

that: 

Bell not only stressed the opposite facial movements 
that are to be found in exhilarating and depressing 
emotions but anticipated Darwin's third principle by 
pointing out that many of these outward expressions 
arose from the inward actions of the heart and lungs. 

Continuing the work in the expression of emotion was 

T. Piderit, who with Wundt in 1886, developed the mimetic 

theory of facial expression. In essence, the theory stated 

that the facial expressions of emotion hark back to the 

biological situations in which they originally occurred. 

During the process of human development, therefore, the 

expression of emotions came to be specific patternings of 

the muscular movements of the face. 

Gordon Allport, Personality: A Psychological 
Interpretation (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1937)> 
p. J4.6I4.. 

29 
Ruckmick, o£. cit., p. 239. 
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As Lund interprets Piderit's theory, he writes the 

following: 

The entreating smile attended by slight pursing of the 
lips, is socially significant because of its association 
with the acceptance of agreeably tasting substances. 
In other words, our facial reactions are really reac
tions by analogy. Originally aroused only by 
biologically significant stimuli, they are now aroused 
by situations of a purely social character. We raise 
our eyebrows in wonder and astonishment in much the same 
way as we might raise them in situations calling for 
clearer vision.30 

Research into the facial egressions in emotion, 

while in theory a worthy and promising area, has not 

occupied investigators to any great extent since the begin

ning of the twentieth century. The reason is not that the 

relation between facial expression and emotion has been 

found to be an erroneous idea, but that it has been almost 

impossible to show that it is a correct one. Social 

psychologists and cultural anthropologists have discovered 

that whatever naive facial expressions of emotion the human 

being possesses at birth are modified by his cultural envi

ronment in the process of growing up. Theories of the 

relation between emotion and facial expression have, there

fore, been passed by until such time as experimenters have 

developed techniques to deal with them. 

^Frederick H. Lund, Emotionst Their Psychological, 
Physiological and Educative Implications (New York: The 
Ronald Press Company, 1939), p. 20. 



By far the most important nineteenth century work on 

emotion was written by Charles Darwin (1809-1882). In 1873, 

Darwin brought forth his theory of emotion which attempted 

to connect emotions to his theory of evolution by a process 

of relating them to their occurrence among the lower 

animals. Pertinent to the present study was his view that 

emotion was either a presently serviceable form of activity 

or else a vestige of activity which had been serviceable in 

the phylogenetic history of the animal. Although this point 

of view places Darwin on the side of those who believe that 

emotion is adaptive, Darwin himself, points out in this 

theory that some emotional expressions are useless. In this 

category, he mentions trembling in fear, gnashing of the 

teeth, and writhing in agony.31 The statement is not suffi

ciently strong, however, to remove him from the company of 

those holding to the adaptive role of emotion. 

Rather obviously in keeping with Darwin's phrase, 

"survival of the fittest," is his belief that emotions serve 

to make the organism "more fit" in a particular environment. 

According to his theory, emotion, like every muscle twitch 

or stomach contraction, was developed because it served to 

preserve the organism in a hostile environment. To the 

objection that trembling, contortions, and secretions of 

3^-Ruckrnick, o£. cit., p. 173* 
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certain glands seem to serve no purpose, Darwin answers that 

these are due to the large quantity of liberated neural 

energy which must e;xpend itself in some direction.3^ He 

designates this as his third principle. 

An additional explanation given by Darwin, for 

emotional behavior which seems to serve no purpose, is his 

principle of antithesis. James, in discussing this, notes: 

In virtue of this principle, if a certain stimulus 
prompted a certain set of movements, then a contrary-
feeling stimulus would prompt exactly the opposite 
movements, although these might otherwise have neither 
utility or significance.33 

James then adds, "It has been by most critics considered the 

least successful of Darwin's speculations on the subject."34 

In spite of weaknesses in his theory of emotion and 

the fact that he was a biologist rather than a psychologist, 

Darwin's contribution to the field was a substantial one. 

He strengthened the point of view which affirmed the con

tinuity between the animal and human species, using the 

area of emotion as one of several evidences. This also 

served to provide biological support for the theory that 

emotion was essentially adaptive. 

32Ibid. 

33william James, The Principles of Psychology (New 
York: Henry Holt Company, 1890), II, ij.8[jT 

3^Ibid. 
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In surveying the early background of theories of 

emotion, one finds ample evidence of emotion's importance to 

students of human nature. No explanation of human behavior 

was considered to be even remotely adequate if it did not 

make some attest to deal with "passions, " as they were more 

frequently called. Usually, the ancient world's attempt to 

do this resulted in the assigning of a harmful, or even 

evil, role to the emotions. A trend away from these phil

osophical speculations toward scientific theory was clearly 

in evidence by the end of the eighteenth century. 

In the ideas of Descartes, Hobbes, and Spinoza can be 

found the beginnings of one of the hypotheses put to test in 

the present study—that emotion in moderate amounts might be 

beneficial to the performance of certain kinds of tasks. 

The survival of the organism in a hostile, physically 

threatening world was obviously aided by its ability to 

become aroused emotionally. This idea, although not a com

pletely new one, was given its most definite expression by 

Charles Darwin. However, in regard to intellectual activ

ities, the adaptive versus the non-adaptive role of emotion 

was still a matter of theoretical, rather than practical, 

importance in the third quarter of the nineteenth century. 

Studies utilizing experimental controls were needed, 

for psychology had not yet realized that its destiny lay in 
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the direction of ever increasing accuracy of measurement. 

The emancipation from philosophy, heralded as the emergence 

of the "new" psychology, was still to come. Yet, the pre

vious speculations and efforts had not been in vain, for the 

early scientific theories of the last quarter of the nine

teenth century and the early part of the twentieth century 

were built upon this expansive but by no means solid 

foundation. 



CHAPTER III 

MODERN THEORIES OP EMOTION 

Psychological theories are seldom discarded because 

they have been proven to be wrong. Most often, they fall 

from professional favor because they have been found to be 

inadequate, in that their ability to explain phenomena is 

too limited in scope. 

In this chapter, a number of theories are described, 

each of which has been able to account for some facet of 

emotional behavior. No theory, however, has been able to 

account for all emotional behavior, although some theories 

have done a better job than others. Each theory is to be 

regarded as having made some contribution to the large body 

of facts on emotion. These facts support the closest 

approach to a generally accepted, stable theory of emotion 

discernable in the psychological world today,, 

. I. LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY THEORIES 

The last decade of the nineteenth century found a 

scientific approach to the study of human behavior well 

begun in the United States. The armchair, theologically-

based psychology of the early denominational colleges was 

yielding rapidly to a more objective approach. Three 

39 
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theories of emotion are representative of this trend: those 

of Wundt, Jame s-Lange, and Dewey. 

Wundt1s theory of emotion* A theory of emotion was 

formulated by Wilhelm Wundt who, as Boring expressed it, 

"was the first man who, without reservation, could be called 

a psychologist,"''" This, the tri-dimensional theory of 

feeling, brought out by Wundt in 1896, became the object of 

much controversy and was even objected to by Wundt1s most 

loyal disciple, E. B. Titchener. It was almost impossible 

to prove and seemed to have more of the nature of an 

hypothesis than a theory. 

The tri-dimensional theory of feeling rejected the 

idea that feeling, like intensity and duration, was merely 

one of several attributes of sensation; although Wundt, him

self, held this idea at an earlier stage of his career. 

Instead, Wundt distinguished three elementary processes, 

each of which was an attribute of sensation. The three 

processes were: pleasure-unpleasure, strain-relaxation, 

and excitement-calm. Wundt represented his theory as three 

lines all intersecting at a zero point. It doubled the 

number of elements which formerly had been considered to be 

the number of elements in sensation. In addition, Wundt 

^Edwin G. Boring, A Hi story of Experimental Psychol
ogy (second edition; New York: Appleton-Century Crofts, 
Incorporated, 1950), p. 316. 
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attempted to relate the two dimensions of pulse, strength 

and rate, and the two dimensions of respiration, strength 

and rate, to each of the six designations of the tri

dimensional system. 

Tension, according to Wundt, should be accompanied by 

a retarded pulse rate. This is contrary to the belief held 

by the present investigator whose experimental design 

utilized an increase in pulse rate as an indication that 

tension was present. Justification for the use of this 

measure in that respect is found in Chapter V. 

Wundt's carefully constructed theory was developed, 

according to Ruckmick, from Wundt1s own introspective 

analysis and the need for a more satisfactory basis for 

2 understanding the emotions. These constituted a relatively 

weak rationale for the existence of the theory. When exper

iments conducted by Titchener and others failed to confirm 

it, the tri-dimensional theory was relegated to a place in 

the history of psychology rather than to a place in the 

facts of psychology. Allport writes that Wundt once 

admitted that "there is no psychological law to which the 

exceptions are not more numerous than the agreements."3 

o 
Christian A. Ruckmick, The Psychology of Feeling and 

Emotion (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 193&) > P» <37. 

^Gordon Allport, Personality: A Psychological Inter
pretation (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1937)» p. 6. 
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The question of whether emotion is beneficial or 

handicapping to intellectual activity seems to have been 

largely ignored in Wundt's theory. James, however, mentions 

that Wundt called the reddening of the face and neck a com

pensatory arrangement for relieving the brain of the blood 

pressure which the simultaneous excitement of the heart 

brings with it.^" Wundt's otherwise relative indifference to 

the question may be explained by the boundaries which he 

placed around the proper subject matter of psychology. 

Those individuals noted in the previous chapter as 

being selected by Allport for their significance in the 

study of the expression of emotion, were not the only ones 

to deal with emotion in the nineteenth century. Emotions 

were studied by a number of investigators, but of these, 

William James and Carl Lange are most familiar because of 

the theory which bears their names. 

James-Lange theory of emotion. Generally speaking, 

the James-Lange theory of emotion, promulgated in 1890, 

states that conscious awareness of bodily change is the 

emotion. As James, himself, expressed it, "We are afraid 

because we tremble." 

^William James, The Principles of Psychology (New 
York: Henry Holt and Company, 1590), II, i+79. 

5lbid., p. 1+.50. 
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Although to the layman this idea seemed to be a 

reversal of the normal sequence of events in the case of 

emotion, psychologists recognized that there were several 

precedents. Boring, for instance, notes that Titchener 

"argued that the James-Lange theory was not new, but clearly 

had its origin in the writings, for the most part, of the 

earlier French philosopher-physiologists.Similarly, 

precedents for the following statements of James can be 

found in Darwin's theory, which has been discussed pre

viously: 

Some movements of expression can be accounted for as 
weakened repetitions of. movements which formerly (when 
they were stronger)were of utility to the subject. 
Others are similarly weakened repetitions of movements 
which, under other conditions were physiologically 
necessary effects. Of the latter reactions, the respir
atory disturbance in anger and fear might be taken as 
examples—organic reminiscences, as it were, reverbera
tions in Imagination of the blowings of the man making 
a series of combative efforts, of the pantings of one in 
precipitate flight. . . . Other movements in anger and 
fear could be explained by the nascent excitation of 
formerly useful acts.7 

The foregoing statements do not establish James as 

a believer in the adaptiveness of all emotion, particularly 

when mental activity is concerned. James's position is 

essentially one that takes into account variations between 

human beings and between environmental stimuli. He says, in 

^Boring, o£. cit., p. 51+5. 
n 
'James, o£. cit., p. lj.78. 



effect, that some men are handicapped, by emotion if they are 

involved, in complex mental effort, and that some environmen

tal stimuli cause some men to behave impulsively as though 

their reason were being ignored. 

In discussing what he calls "pathological cases in 
8 

which the emotion is objectless," James writes, "The intel

lect may, in fact, be so little affected as to play the 

cold-blooded spectator all the while, and note the absence 

— 9 of a real object for the emotion." In this, it can be 

seen that, according to James, the intellect can be divorced 

from the physiological changes, therefore being in a posi

tion of not being adversely affected by the emotional state. 

Thus, in answer to the question, "Is emotion handicapping to 

mental effort?" James answers merely, "Sometimes, in some 

places." 

Dewey1s theory of emotion. John Dewey, important in ' 

the development of functionalism in the United States, 

turned his attention to the problems of the organism's 

adjustment to its environment in what has been looked upon 

as an attempt to harmonize the theory of Darwin with that 

of James and Lange. Emotion, as Dewey saw it, was a part 

®Ibid., p. I4.58. 

^Ibid., p. ij.61. 
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of the life adjustment process, and was, therefore, by its 

very nature, purposive. In the words of Ruckmick: 

. . . Dewey proposed that when neural energy is well 
organized and coordinated and moves "along frictionless 
lines of action," when it is "harmonized"activity," we 
have joy and allied pleasant emotion. When there are 
two opposed lines of activity, not working out smoothly 
and introducing also some intellectual or ideational 
materials, as in questions of doubt, we have the 
unpleasant situation of sorrow and grief.10 

Dewey's concept gives emotion a role both in pleasant 

and unpleasant feeling states. Likewise, in his Democracy 

and Education he decries the opposition which is said to 

exist between the intellect and the emotions. He notes 

that in this erroneous dualism: 

The intellect is a pure light; the emotions are a 
disturbing heat: the mind turns outward to truth; the 
emotions turn inward to personal considerations of 
personal advantage and loss.-*-^ 

Dewey then points out that interest expresses, among 

other things, "the personal emotional inclination."12 

Interest, in his educational philosophy, is essential to 

the intellectual activity of learning. In regard to the 

random activity so striking in major emotional states, 

Dewey notes that this is probably due to a conflict between 

•*-°Ruckmick, o£. cit., p. 175* 

•^John Dewey, Democracy and Education (New York: The 
MacMillan Company, 1932), p. 391. 

•^Ibid., p. II4.8. 
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previously useful acts and not to a conflict between intel

lect and emotion. 

Therefore in Dewey's theory, emotion is one phase of 

a total pattern of adjustment which, by definition, could 

not be antagonistic to another adjustive function of the 

organism. 

II. EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY THEORIES 

Emotion continued to interest psychologists in the 

twentieth century. Some changes occurred in emphasis, such 

as an increase in feeling-tone research and a decrease in 

the importance assigned to consciousness. There were still 

psychologists who held to the dualistic and antagonistic 

functioning of emotion and reason. In 1901+, for instance, 

Harold HBffding, the Danish textbook author, wrote, "By 

emotion is understood a sudden boiling up of feeling which, 

for a time, overwhelms the mind and prevents the free and 

natural combinations of the cognitive elements.""^ 

Behavioristic theory. John B. Watson, the American 

behavior!st, held a theory of emotion in which he said that 

the original feeling-life was limited to three emotions: 

fear, rage, and love. 

•^Harold HBffding, Outline s of Psychology (New York: 
The MacMillan Company, 190i|.), pn 282. 



Ruckmick rephrases Watson's theory of the develop

mental sequence of emotion in the following words: 

The ontogenetic development briefly recapitulating the 
phylogenetic growth shows at the beginning, that the 
emotions are apparently still concerned with bodily 
welfare as such, and that they lack definite external 
references. As development takes place, although still 
retaining a vague subjective component, emotions become 
more and more outwardly directed and in the sentiments, 
feelings are attached to abstract qualities attributed 
to the objects arousing them. 1̂ 1-

Watson believed that when emotional expression is 

blocked in any one region, the release seems to take place 

somewhere else. This leads to reactions which are super

fluous and thus unadaptive. As a rule, emotion is excit

atory, yet in its extreme forms, it becomes inhibitory. 

Watson is quoted as saying, "The final stage in any great 

emotion would seem to be paralysis or the 'death feint.'"-L^ 

In an article on wishes, Watson makes a statement 

which casts doubt on his neutrality in the adaptability 

versus non-adaptability controversy. He writes: 

In social gatherings where there is some slight emo
tional strain and the customary control over speech is 
off, we find numberless examples of the expression of 
the suppressed wish.16 

^Ruckmick, ojo. cit., p. I|-5lo 

•^h. m. Gardiner, Ruth Clark Metcalf, and 
John G. Beebe-Center, Feeling and Emotions (New York: 
American Book Gompany, 1937)7 P» 350. 

•^john b. Watson, "The Psychology of Wish Fulfill
ment," Scientific Monthly, III (July, 1916), J4.8I. 
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Similarly, Watson writes concerning the development 

of emotional responses: 

. . . even at three years of age, many (but not all) of 
the children are shot through with all kinds of useless 
and actually harmful reactions which go under the 
general name emotional.7 

This is representative of Watson's emphasis on 

conditioning, and as Murphy notes, by this method, "... 

enduring traits of personality, such as emotional tend-

1 P\ 
encies, may be 'built into1 the child by conditioning." 

Watson thus believed that emotion was neither adap

tive nor unadaptive but might become so, inadvertently, if 

the stimulus were such as to constitute an appropriate focus 

of emotional behavior. The behavioristic viewpoint has been 

stated as follows: 

This tends to make emotion a particular kind of 
stimulus-response correlation, rather than a particular 
kind of response. Inadequacy of response is obviously 
relative to a particular stimulus. To blush when asked 
a question is an inadequate response; when subjected to 
cold, it is not.19 

Psychoanalytic theory. Discussions of twentieth 

century psychological developments invariably include the 

17 
John B. Watson, Behaviorism (Chicago: The Univer

sity of Chicago Press, 1930), p. II4.8. 
1 R 
Gardiner Murphy, Historical Introduction to Modern 

Psychology (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1950), 
p. 261. 

19 
'Gardiner, Metcalf, and Beebe-Center, o£. cit., 

P. 351. 
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name of Sigmund Freud. His ideas concerning emotions are 

important, although they were based upon fundamental biolog

ical functions rather than upon consciousness or behavior. 

In fact, Ruckmick points out that Freudian psychoanalysis: 

. . . has called itself a "feeling psychology." . . . 
The entire system rests on such affective concepts as 
impulses, desires, emotional complexes, attitudes and 
motivations.20 

It is for this reason that psychoanalysis is "sometimes also 

called a 'depth psychology1 as a protest against a rational 

intellectual!sm. 

Freud points out that there are two differing prin

ciples of feeling or hedonic tone. These are the pleasure 

principle and the reality principle. At first, in the life 

of the individual, the pleasure principle is dominant; then 

it is succeeded by the reality principle. The sex instincts 

are slower to accept the reality principle than are the ego 

instincts, and this difference is responsible for much 

maladjustment. 

It is in his discussion of anxiety that Freud gets 

close to the basic problem of the present study. He distin

guishes three main types of anxiety: neurotic anxiety, 

moral anxiety, and objective anxiety. Concerning the 

present study, it is objective anxiety which is closest to 

^Ruckmick, ojo. cit., p. lj-35* 

2^Ibid., p. 
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the problem under discussion. In a series of twenty-eight 

lectures delivered at the University of Vienna between 1915 

and 1917> Preud said in one entitled, "Anxiety": 

The view that objective anxiety is rational and expe
dient, however, will on deeper consideration be admitted 
to need thorough revision. In face of imminent danger 
the only expedient behaviour, actually, would be first a 
cool appraisement of the force at disposal as compared 
with the magnitude of the danger at hand, and then a 
decision whether flight or defence, or possible attack, 
offered the best prospect of a successful outcome. 
Dread, however, has no place in this scheme; everything 
to be done will be accomplished as well and probably 
better if dread does not develop. . . . when dread is 
excessive, it becomes in the highest degree inexpedient; 
it paralyzes every action, even that of flight.22 

He notes on a subsequent page that "the condition of anxiety 

is, after all, invariably detrimental."^3 

The latter quotation seems to place Preud on the side 

of those who believe that emotion is unadaptive, even to the 

extent that a cool head is deemed preferable to great 

strength in a time of emergency. Gardiner, Metcalf, and 

Beebe-Center note that Freud's views on emotion were devel

oped only in the case of anxiety, and in this category, it 

is objective anxiety which Preud considers to be most 

fundamental.^ 

22gigmund Preud, A General Introduction to Psycho
analysis, trans. Joan Riviere (New York: Liveright 
Publishing Corporation, 1955)> PP* 3^1-2-I4.3. 

23Ibid., p. 372. 

^"Gardiner, Metcalf, and Beebe-Center, 0£. cit., 
p. 356. 
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Emergency theory. The theory of emotion of 

Walter B„ Cannon Is often considered to be a refutation of 

the James-Lange theory. This Is true, however, for only a 

portion of Gannon's ideas on the subject. 

The first portion of the theory to be considered is 

often called the Cannon Emergency theory. It was made known 

in 191i|-, and stated that the changes which occur in a state 

of emotion are serviceable in preparing the organism for 

appropriate physical activity. This view, it is important 

to point out, referred only to instances of intense emo

tions. Cannon added that this emergency mobilization of the 

body might be handicapping if the emergency were of a kind 

that did not require an intensification of physical effort. 

His view was that the handicap was similar to the damage 

done if an engine were allowed to "race" without doing work. 

In the second portion of his theory, Cannon attempted 

to correct what he considered to be the inadequacies of the 

theory advanced by James. As Beebe-Center expresses it: 

. . . James1 theory made conscious emotion the awareness 
of bodily responses through sensory channels; Cannon's 
made it the awareness of the antecedent thalamic proc
esses mediated through thalamico-cortical channels.25 

To Cannon, cognitive activity was an epiphenomenon 

with which his theory was not concerned except incidentally. 

^John G. Beebe-Center, "Feeling and Emotion," Theo
retical Foundation of Psychology, Harry HeIson, editor (New 
York: D. Van Nostrand Company, Incorporated, 1951), p. 



Neither did he concern himself with minor emotions and thus 

left the problem of the present study largely untouched. 

Whether emotion was adaptive to a specific task depended, 

according to Cannon, on the nature of the stimulus. 

III. REGENT THEORIES OP EMOTION 

Research and speculation on emotion have continued to 

the present time. Theories of emotion have become more 

detailed and sophisticated, with the result that some of 

them have little to say in regard to the subject of this 

report. Arnold has made a grouping of recent and current 

PA theories. ° Prom these, a selection has been made for this 

report on the basis of those which seem most applicable. 

Instinct theories. First to be considered are those 

which Arnold calls, "Instinct Theories of Emotion." In 

these, she places Freud's theory, discussed previously, and 

that of William McDougall, which was made known in 1933. 

McDougall says, in essence, that emotion is a sensed 

instinct and thus, by implication is adaptive. This is in 

keeping with his idea that purposive striving is the central 

fact of mind.^ 

2£>Magda Arnold, "The Status of Emotion in Contem
porary Psychology," Present-Day Psychology, A. A. Roback, 
editor (New York: Philosophical Library, 1955 )> PP» 135-88. 

2^Ibid., pp. 158-59. 



Conflict theories. Arnold also discusses what she 

calls "Conflict Theories of Emotion,11 in which emotion is 

thought to develop when some form of goal-directed activity-

is obstructed.In this category, she places P. A. Hodge 

who, in 1935, expressed the opinion that emotion developed 

when the higher brain centers could not initiate an appro

priate response to a situation, or when such a response was 

not successful. Similarly, Madison Bentley is mentioned as 

being of the opinion that emotion is the reaction to a 

predicament.^ 

Frustration theory. Although not included in 

Arnold's article, Norman R. P. Maier seems, to this 

investigator, to have developed a point of view relevant to 

the present study. Maier says, in effect, that motivated 

behavior is goal-directed and adaptive, but that 

frustration-instigated behavior is non-adaptive and without 

a goal. Frustration produces emotion and behavior which is 

unadaptive to the situation.3® Therefore, according to this 

point of view, when a testing situation develops in a 

student a strong motive which is blocked by psychological 

28Ibid., p. 165. 

2<̂ Ibid., p. 166. 

3°Norman R. p. Maier, "Experimentally Induced Abnor
mal Behavior," Scientific Monthly, LXVII (September, I9J4.8), 
210-16. 
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barriers--auch as inadequate preparation or intellectual 

confusion--frustration might develop together with disinte

grative behavior. This might take the form of sub-vocal 

expressions of animosity toward the instructor, senseless 

doodling, pencil tapping, and similar manifestations. 

Application of Maier's theory to situations involving 

college students was made by Marquart, who found that 

experimental frustration produced by attempts to solve an 

unsolvable problem resulted in retarded learning in a 

laboratory situation. 

Phase-sequence theory. Arnold does not include the 

theory of D. 0. Hebb in her collection of conflict theories 

of emotion. She places him, instead, in a category of his 

own. It appears to this writer that Hebb's theory could be 

considered as a conflict theory. Hebb believes that cor

tical organization occurs when various cells in the nervous 

system develop into a closed system or a "phase-sequence." 

This constitutes the thought process. When the phase-

sequence is disrupted by metabolic changes or sensory events 

which do not accord with the cortical organization, there is 

emotional disturbance.32 . -

3^-Dorothy I. Marquart, "The Pattern of Punishment and 
Its Relation to Abnormal Fixation in Adult Human Subjects," 
Journal of General Psychology, XXXIX (July, 19ij.8), I07-I4J4.. 

•^Arnold, o£. cit., p. 1^0. 
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Motivational theory. The adaptability or non-

adaptability. of emotion to all kinds of behavior was still 

being discussed in the first half of the present century. 

Leeper cited several textbooks in general psychology which, 

in their definitions of emotion, held to the disorganiza-

tional, unadaptive point of view.33 in this, he included 

the textbooks of R. W. Woodworth; P. Dockeray; N. L. Munn; 

and Shaffer, Gilmer and Schoen, all widely used in the 

191^0's. In many cases, the authors modified and qualified 

their handling of the subject, so that their positions were 

not as dogmatic as the definitions indicated. In spite of 

this, Leeper1s point apparently had an effect upon textbook 

writing on the topic of emotion; for during the 19501s, 

textbooks either ceased using the terms "disorganizing" or 

"unadaptive" in describing emotion, or else added that emo

tion could at times be both "organizing" and "adaptive." 

In stating his own theory of emotion, Leeper writes: 

. . . emotional processes are one of the fundamental 
means of motivation in the higher animals--a kind of 
motivation which rests on relatively complex neural 
activities rather than on definite chemical states or 
definite receptor stimulation, as in the case of bodily 
drives or physiological motives such as hunger, thirst, 
toothache, and craving for salt.3̂ 4-

33r. w. Leeper, "A Motivational Theory of Emotions to 
Replace Emotions as a Disorganized Response," Psychological 
Review, LV (January, 19^1-8), 5-21. 

3^-Ibid., p. 19. 
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This kind of motivation is phylogenetically adaptive, for as 

Leeper points out: 

The animal that has an interest in its offspring—even 
in the case of the male and in the case of the female 
even beyond the period of nursing the young—was more 
likely to reproduce its kind. The primate that had an 
almost insatiable urge to explore was more likely to get 
the maximum benefit out of its chief asset--its great 
potential learning capacity—than the animal lacking 
such motivation.35 

To Leeper, emotions are motivating forces, at times disrup

tive to activities in progress, but just as likely to be 

supportive of efforts in a new direction, particularly if 

there is a necessity for vigorous physical activity. 

Excitatory theory. Magda Arnold's theory is an 

attempt to rework the known physiology of the emotional 

state. By a reinterpretation of the experimental evidence 

which Cannon used to support his thalamic theory, Arnold 

developed her excitatory theory. She believes that the 

thalamus, instead of being held in a continuous state of 

inhibition, is excited rather than released by the cerebral 

cortex. This theory, notes Stevens, has received support 

from physiological extirpation studies done by Lindsley, 

Bowden, and Magoun.-^ 

3^Ibid. 

•3̂ S. s. Stevens, Handbook of Experimental Psychology 
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, Incorporated, 1951)> 
pp. 5o5-6. 
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The disruptive or non-disruptive effect of emotion on 

behavior was discussed by Arnold in an address given at the 

Mooseheart Symposium on Peeling and .Emotion held at Moose-

heart, Illinois, in 191+8. She differentiated between the 

physiological organization of fear and of anger, hypoth

esizing that they "are transmitted over separate cortico

thalamic pathways, touching off different hypothalamic 

effector systems, and producing different physiological 

effects."37 Both fear and anger, however, she points out, 

are disruptive: fear, because of its sympathetic nervous 

system effects, which she exemplifies by stage fright and 

•embarrassment; and anger, because it represents intense 

parasympathetic stimulation which results in incoordination. 

She continues: 

. . . moderate excitement (in which we could include 
outgoing affection and interest) is beneficial because 
it results in moderate parasympathetic excitation which 
improves both "physical" and "mental" functioning. 
Anxiety would be the chronic form of fear which not only 
is harmful in itself, but also results in increased 
muscular tension.3® 

Intense fear or anger developed in a collegiate 

subject matter testing situation would, therefore, according 

to Arnold's theory, have a tendency to lower the quality of 

3?Magda Arnold, "An Excitatory Theory of Emotion," 
Feelings and Emotions, Martin L. Reymert, editor (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 19^0), p. 30. 

38Ibid. 
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performance. Moderate concern, on the other hand, would 

have a beneficial effect; while indifference, because of a 

lessening of either sympathetic or parasympathetic stimula

tion, would have little or no effect. It will be seen after 

reading Chapter V that the experimental procedure utilized 

in the present study is one which most directly tests this 

portion of Arnold's theory. 

IV. SUMMARY 

The period of time covered by this chapter witnessed 

the end of armchair, philosophical theories of emotion and 

the establishment of laboratory-based, scientific theories. 

This change in the source of theories also carried with it 

a change in their content. At the beginning of the twen

tieth century, theories of emotion were still concerned with 

the nature of emotion, while those close to the middle of 

the century were concerned with the function of emotion. 

Many psychological and educational theorists in 

recent times held to the belief that emotion was handicap

ping to individuals who were engaged in any kind of 

intellectual activity. They cited evidence obtained from 

situations in which extreme emotional involvement was seen 

to be disruptive to rational thought processes. Several of 

the modern theorists, however, began to consider the effect 

of moderate or slight degrees of emotional involvement on 
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thinking processes, and in so doing, were led to grant that 

the effect of mild and moderate emotion on certain kinds of 

intellectual activity was definitely beneficial. 

Thus, an attempt was made, in the present study, to 

determine whether differences in performance on a psychology 

achievement test occurred when matched groups of college 

students were subjected to the three previously mentioned 

levels of tension-inducing stimuli. In addition, it was 

intended that the present investigation would reveal addi

tional facts relative to the function of psychological 

tension in a collegiate testing situation. 



CHAPTER IV 

PREVIOUS STUDIES OP THE EFFECT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL 

TENSION ON TEST PERFORMANCE 

The effect of psychological tension on test 

performance is a topic of considerable interest to several 

professional groups. Clinical psychologists, psychiatrists, 

and counselors want to know the extent to which situational 

tension affects scores on their diagnostic instruments. 

Students and faculty in educational institutions are also 

interested in the extent to which test tension is respon

sible for reduced test performance. It seems obvious that 

the topic is of considerable importance today. 

Although there are good arguments for doing research 

in this area, studies using students who were actually 

taking subject matter tests have been difficult to conduct. 

Measurements of tension made while students were taking 

tests have tended to disrupt concentration, while studies 

made during tests when the performance had no effect on the 

students' grades have not been thought to really produce 

test-tension. Ethically, a student's score on a subject 

matter test, earned while he is being subjected to some form 

of psychological harassment, should not be considered as a 

part of his grade; yet the fiction developed to insure an 

60 
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ego-involved effort must be a plausible one. The student 

should believe the misrepresentation told to him at the time 

of the experiment—a problem which may place severe demands 

on the experimenter's histrionic ability. Nevertheless, 

investigators have conducted studies concerned with various 

aspects of this general problem. This chapter reviews 

research on tensions occurring in testing situations. 

I. STUDIES CONCERNED WITH THE MEASUREMENT OP TEST-TENSION 

A scientific approach to the question of the effect 

of psychological tension on test performance demands, first 

of all, some objective measures by means of which the effect 

can be observed. Physiological measures, providing the most 

objective evidence of a change in an organism's responses, 

have been accepted by investigators as valid indicators of 

tension. The following group of studies established the 

fact that the taking of tests was accompanied by physiolog

ical evidences of tension and thus prepared the way for the 

development of the problem under investigation. 

Studies by Brown and Van Gelder. A series of three 

studies was conducted by Brown and Van G-elder at the Univer

sity of Chicago, using ninety-eight students as subjects. 

It was the purpose of these studies to analyze the psycho

logical tensions developed as a result of taking subject 

matter examinations and to relate measures of tension 
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to measures of neurotic tendency, intelligence, and achieve

ment . 

The first of this series of studies dealt with 

measurement of the physiological changes experienced by 

the students just before a subject matter examination."'" 

Blood pressure readings, pulse and respiratory rates, 

leucocyte and erythrocyte counts, urine analyses (sugar and 

albumen), and blood sugar analyses were made on students 

just before they were to take an examination. These were 

compared with control values obtained previously. The 

results indicated that: 

. . . students have an increased pulse rate, blood 
sugar, systolic blood pressure, and respiratory rate 
before examinations, while diastolic blood pressure is 
apparently not affected. . . . (They) further found that 
the degree of these changes depends on the individual 
and the difficulty of the examinations, and that some of 
the students exhibited glycosuria before examinations.2 

The second study in the series, by Brown, presented 

the results of a questionnaire which had been administered 

to £05 college and university students.3 The questionnaire 

•^C. H. Brown and David Van Gelder, "Emotional Reac
tions Before Examinations: I. Physiological Changes," 
Journal of Psychology, V (January, 1938), 1-9. 

2Ibid., p. 8. 

^C. H. Brown, "Emotional Reactions Before Examina
tions: II. Results of a Questionnaire," Journal of 
Psychology, V (January, 1938)* 11-26. 
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consisted of seventy multiple choice items. In addition, 

the students were asked to write two paragraphs describing 

their usual feelings before an examination. The conclusions 

drawn from this study were that most students experienced 

physiological concomitants of emotion before examinations, 

and that these could be considered important phenomena. 

The questionnaire developed by Brown differed from 

the Affective Involvement Scale (the AIS, which is described 

in detail in Chapter I) in the specificity of the responses 

required. For example, Item No. 18 on Brown's instrument 

was: "Do you have a hollow feeling in the pit of your 

stomach before an examination?" The alternatives for 

answering are given as: 1. "Always," 2. "Usually," 

3. "Sometimes," l±. "Occasionally," and "Never." In the 

AIS, the test items are asked in terms of pre sent feeling. 

Item No. 4 is expressed in the following terms: "To what 

extent, at the present time, is there a feeling of tension 

in the pit of your stomach?" The response is indicated at 

some point on a line which lists the extremes, as for 

example: "I feel no tension in the pit of my stomach," and 

"I have a very definite uncomfortable feeling in the pit of 

my stomach." The AIS, therefore, requires introspection 

rather than retrospection and is more suitable for use in 

the present study than the questionnaire developed by Brown. 
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The third study in the series dealt with the inter

relationships between measures of examination-caused emotion 

and measures of neurotic tendency, intelligence, and 

grades.^" The only coefficient obtained that is relevant to 

this writer's work was one of -.19 between scores on the 

questionnaire and grades, with intelligence held constant. 

According to Brown, "this shows us that students who become 

excited before examinations tend, on the whole, to do a 

little poorer than those students who are calm before the 
£ 

examination." 

No correlation was found to exist between the 

measures of physiological changes and the answers on the 

questionnaire. Brown points out that this may have been due 

to the fact that the physiological measures were taken 

before a particular examination, while the questionnaire 

dealt with reactions before examinations in general.^ In 

the present study, an attempt was made to have the AIS deal 

with reactions immediately before a particular examination. 

These three studies by Brown and Van Gelder 

provide support for two of the procedures undertaken in 

^"C. H. Brown, "Emotional Reactions Before Examina
tions: III. Interrelations," Journal of Psychology, V 
(January, 1938), 27-31. 

^Ibid., p. 30. 

6Ibid., p. 28. 
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the present investigation. Pulse rates, found by Brown and 

Van Gelder to increase before the taking of examinations, 

were used as evidence of tension by the present investiga

tor. The questionnaire type of approach to the subjective 

concomitants of emotion was found by Brown to be a feasible 

method of acquiring data and was used, with some changes, in 

the present study. The essential difference between the 

studies appears to be that those of Brown and Van Gelder 

were concerned with conditions existing in subjects before 

examinations, while the present study attempted to deal as 

much as possible with conditions during examinations. 

Study by Waite. Recognizing the fact that most pre

vious studies had dealt with retrospective accounts of the 

awareness of tension and its physiological manifestations, 

Waite designed a procedure by which measurements could be 

7 made during the time that a test was being taken. The four 

indices which he used were: level of palmar resistance, 

galvanic skin reflex, pulse rate and blood pressure, and 

respiration. 

Sixty boys from the University of Chicago Laboratory 

High School volunteered as subjects. An introductory 

"^William H. Waite, "The Relationship Between Perform
ance on Examinations and Emotional Responses," Journal of 
Experimental Psychology, XI (September, 19^4-2), 56-96. 
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session acquainted each one, individually, with the appara

tus. This was followed some time later by a control period 

in which the devices measuring physiological changes were 

adjusted to the subject and a simple cross-out exercise 

given. The third period constituted the experimental situa

tion with the control procedure being duplicated and the 

independent variable, a written non-subject matter examina

tion, being given each subject individually. Motivation for 

the third period was assumed from the fact that each boy was 

told that his performance on the test would be made-known to 

his principal and would also be posted on a bulletin board 

in the high school corridor. 

In the third period, the written examination 

consisted of twenty number-series questions, forty word-

completion sentences, and twenty artifical language 

sentences. Each part took five minutes. At the same time, 

the physiological measures were obtained from each subject 

individually. 

When the results of the written examination were 

determined, it was discovered that all physiological indices 

of tension showed an increase for the experimental period 

over the control period. No significant correlations were 

found, however, between physiological responses and examina

tion grades, nor were there any found between physiological 

changes from the control to the experimental period and the 



examination grades. That is, the amount of physiological 

involvement did not seem to have any relation tD the quality 

of the subjects' test performance. 

The pattern of physiological involvement differed 

between groups showing the highest, middle, and lowest 

performance. For each of the five minute periods of test 

taking, the subjects who increased their breathing and heart 

rate achieved the highest scores on the test; those subjects 

who maintained an even breathing and heart rate achieved 

test scores in the middle range; while those whose breathing 

rate declined while the heart beat remained constant, 

achieved the lowest scores on the test. This seems to 

indicate that students who become progressively more phys

iologically involved while taking a test tend to do better 

than those who hold their involvement at a constant level or 

lessen it. Waite is cautious in his interpretation of these 

results, however, and summarizes by saying: 

The findings of this experiment indicate that there 
is a general pattern of response for some physiological 
measures during examinations. There is also some 
suggestion that physiological responses of heart rate 
and respiration rate may be associated with success 
or failure on examinations of varying length, but the -
results are not conclusive.8 

Waite1s study, while nominally dealing with the rela

tionship between emotion and performance on examinations, 

8Ibid., p. 96. 
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still leaves the hypotheses of the present study largely 

untested. The main difference between the two studies lies 

in the conditions under which the examinations were given. 

It is doubtful whether Waite's non-subject matter examina

tion, with its motivating conditions being the posting of 

the results and the notification of the principal, was as 

acute or plausible in its threat as a test taken for a grade 

in a course. Neither can a test taken individually, while a 

student is confined in physiological measuring devices, be 

considered to bear a close relationship to one taken as part 

of a course in school. 

In his guarded conclusions, Waite does not claim that 

his procedures established anything more than the fact that 

when an individual takes a test, he becomes physiologically 

and emotionally, as well as intellectually, involved. The 

present study may be looked upon as an extension of Waite's 

investigation by attempting to answer the question, "To what 

extent are Waite's findings applicable to an actual class

room, subject matter, testing situation?" 

Study by Hastings. A follow-up of Waite's study was 

done by Hastings as a doctoral dissertation at the Univer

sity of Illinois in 19^4*^ Hastings proposed first to 

Q 
7J. Thomas Hastings, "Tensions and School Achieve

ment Examinations," Journal of Experimental Education, XII 
(March, 19l|lj-), 
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develop a technique by which the psychological tension 

produced in a testing situation could be measured, and 

second, to compare the test performance of high tension and 

low tension groups. Hastings's study differed from the 

present one in the construction of the measuring instrument, 

the measures of tension by which the instrument was val

idated, and the purpose in Hastings's analysis of data. 

Hastings used seventy-five ninth grade pupils in the 

University of Chicago High School who had volunteered to 

take part in his study. These pupils were used to being the 

subjects of various types of educational experimentation and 

so were not unduly upset at the procedures used in the 

study. 

Prom statements solicited from his pupils as to how 

they felt about taking examinations in mathematics, he 

developed a questionnaire consisting of sixteen multiple 

choice items. These were questions asking for the frequency 

and intensity of nervousness and other symptoms of tension 

experienced in connection with course examinations. 

This questionnaire was then validated by comparing 

its results with physiological responses obtained by the 

Luria technique during a word association test. The Luria 

technique is a method of measurement which yields a 

simultaneous record of the galvanic skin response, invol

untary muscle tremors, and the subjects' word associations. 
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The word association test combined critical words (mathemat

ical terms) with neutral words. The difference between the 

subjects' scores on the neutral words and the critical words 

were designated as "D" scores. Thus, the larger the "D" 

score, the more susceptible would that individual be to 

test-tension. 

Hastings reports that results from his questionnaire 

corresponded to the results of the Luria technique, since 

"the groups selected as high and low in tension according to 

the questionnaire showed the same order in terms of their 

mean score on the Luria method."^ The same results were 

obtained in a relationship computed between a respiration 

measure and the questionnaire score. 

A correlation was then computed between the results 

of the questionnaire given after each of four mathematics 

tests and the physiological measurements from the Luria 

technique, obtained before each of the mathematics tests. 

The first two of these tests were of similar importance, 

length, and difficulty, except for the fact that the pupils 

were told that the second one would not count on their 

grade. The third was a semester examination, and the fourth 

was a final examination covering an entire year's work. 

l0Ibld., p. 151+. 
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It was considered by the students to be the most important 

of all the tests given. When the results of the question

naire were analyzed, they were found to reflect the 

comparative ability of each test to arouse tension. 

Thus, in the first half of Hastings's study, he 

reported the development of a questionnaire which was 

intended to measure the psychological tension developed by 

students in connection with tests in mathematics. The 

questionnaire results were related to the results of physio

logical measures made before the tests and to the importance 

of each test to the students. Hastings reports that 

"certain fundamental characteristics of validity are present 

in the questionnaire."'''^ 

The second part of the Hastings study was concerned 

with the problem of the predictability of test scores for a 

high tension group as contrasted with a low tension group. 

With data furnished by his questionnaire, Hastings divided 

his subjects into the above two groups according to tension 

scores. The groups were then tested and graded. 

The hypothesis in Hastings's study was that the 

test grades of the high tension group would be less 

predictable than the test grades of the low tension group. 

1:LIbid., p. 161. 
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This hypothesis was not supported at a statistically signif

icant level. In addition, Hastings notes: 

Concomitant variation between tension scores and 
examination scores tends to be inverse, but the 
magnitude of this relationship, as shown by correlation, 
is so small that little importance can be attached to 
the degree of relationship. High tensions do not 
necessarily accompany low examination scores, nor 
c ontrariwi se.12 

Although the present investigation did not compare 

the variability of the test performance of groups composed 

of low tension and high tension individuals, it did compare 

the test performance and variability of test performance of 

groups subjected to minimum, medium, and maximum tension-

inducing stimuli. Due to the methods of collecting data, it 

was possible in the present study to determine the relation

ship between tension and test scores in a way similar to 

that done by Hastings. 

The resemblance of certain procedures used in the 

present study to those used in the Hastings study neces

sitates a discussion of the difference between the two. 

Equally important is the responsibility of indicating how 

the findings of the present study supplement those of the 

older study. 

In this regard, Hastings advocated the development of 

another questionnaire for use with a different age range and 

12Ibid. 
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in a different subject matter area.-1-3 This was done in the 

present study, although the development of the AIS was a 

means to the end rather than the end in itself, as was the 

case in the first part of the Hastings study. 

No measures of tension were taken by Hastings during 

a classroom subject matter test. The complexity of his 

procedure made that a practical impossibility. The present 

study simplified the tension measures to the point that they 

could be administered during an actual classroom testing 

period. To accomplish this, the tension measures were 

necessarily less precise. Two measures used in the present 

study, the carbon-pressure score and pulse rate, were 

actually obtained simultaneously with the subjects' writing 

of test answers. The mean pulse rate was obtained by making 

it the first item in the test, although it could not be said 

that it was a typical subject matter test question. The 

AIS was given within ten minutes before the subjects began 

to take the test, so it cannot be said to have been a part 

of the test itself. 

Hastings used hand pressure on a stylus (a part of 

the Luria technique) as a measure of tension. Pressure 

exerted by the subject during the writing of answers was 

used by the present investigator in an attempt to place the 

13lbid., p. 162. 
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tension measure within the same time interval as the subject 

matter test. Hastings also used volunteers as subjects, 

while in the present study, the regularly enrolled students 

in a college course in general psychology were the subjects. 

A better cross section of the student population was 

obtained in this way than if only volunteers had been used. 

II. STUDIES CONCERNED WITH THE EFFECT OF A PRIOR EXPERIENCE 

OF SUCCESS OR FAILURE ON TEST PERFORMANCE 

Psychological tension with its physiological concom

itants may develop in an individual in response to a variety 

of situations. A knowledge that one must do well on a dif

ficult task, a realization that one is not doing as well as 

one's competitors, or an immediately previous experience 

which lessens one's, self-confidence are examples of 

situations which produce tension. The following studies 

attempted to determine the effect of an experience of 

success or failure on subsequent test performance. 

Study by Lantz. The effect of the experience of 

failure upon intelligence test performance was reported by 

Lantz, who equated three groups of nine and one-half year 

^Beatrice Lantz, "Some Dynamic Aspects of Success 
and Failure," Psychological Monographs, LIX No. 1 (Whole 
No. 27), 191+5. 
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old children on the basis of a portion of Form L of the 

Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test. She later allowed one 

group to have an experience of success in a game, the second 

group was subjected to failure, and the third group, 

functioning as a control, experienced neither success or 

failure. Shortly afterward, when a portion of Form M of the 

same test was given, those individuals who had previously 

experienced success did better than either of the other two 

groups. Underwood, in reporting the results, writes: 

. . . Lantz is able to conclude that scores on an intel
ligence test changed significantly as a consequence of 
her two conditions, success and failure. The depressing 
effect of failure seems to be greater than the enhancing 
effect of success.15 

Admittedly, this study used naive children as sub

jects. The practical conclusion which could be drawn from 

Lantz's study is that an IQ obtained when a child is 

affected by emotional stress will probably.be different 

from one obtained from the same child in a non-stress situa

tion. Application of this conclusion to the present study 

would lead to the expectation that the groups subjected to 

psychological stress would differ in their test performance 

from groups not under stress. This hypothesis is one of 

those tested in the present investigation. 

•^Benton J. Underwood, Experimental Psychology: An 
Introduction (New York: Appleton Century Grofts, Incor-
porated, 19I|.9), pp. 223-2IJ.. 
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Sarason, Handler, and Craighill study. The measure

ment of the effect of an experience of failure on test 

performance was attempted in several studies conducted in 

the 1950's. One of these, a study by Sarason, Mandler, and 

Craighill, used seventy-two Yale University freshmen as 

subjects. This group was divided into two groups on the 

basis of scores obtained on an anxiety questionnaire given 

previously. One group had achieved scores which designated 

them as "high anxious," while the other group had achieved 

scores designating them as "low anxious." 

Both groups were given the same digit symbol test, 

but each group was given two differing types of instruc

tions. One type of instruction indicated that the subjects 

were "expected to finish," (ego-involving); the other type 

of instruction indicated that the subjects were "not 

expected to finish," (non-ego-involving). This procedure 

resulted in four conditions of treatment: low anxious sub

jects receiving ego-involving instructions; high anxious 

subjects receiving ego-involving instructions; low anxious 

subjects receiving non-ego-involving instructions; and high 

anxious subjects receiving non-ego-involving instructions. 

Seymour B. Sarason, George Mandler, and 
Peyton G. Craighill, "The Effect of Differential Instruc
tions on Anxiety and Learning," Morton Prince Memorial 
Supplement, Supplement to The Journal of Abnormal and "Social 
Psychology, jCLVII (Apri 1, 1952), 561-6^7" 
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The digit symbol test was divided into five sub

tests, each of which was so constructed that it was 

impossible for anyone to finish in the time allotted. Those 

subjects who had received "expected to finish" instructions 

were in this way subjected to an experience of failure, 

while the others might be said to have had a neutral exper

ience . 

The results indicated that the ego-involving instruc

tions had a greater handicapping effect on the high anxious 

subjects than they did on the low anxious subjects. Non-

ego-involving instructions had no differential effect on 

high anxious or low anxious subjects. 

The results of the Sarason study would lead to the 

expectation, in the present study, that those subjects who 

could be classified as being in a high anxiety state would 

do less well on a test which counted on their course grade 

tharu those who were in a low anxiety category. There should 

be no difference between high anxiety and low anxiety sub

jects in that part of the present experimental procedure 

which imposed a minimum tension-stimulus upon them. This 

hypothesis was tested in the present study. 

Study by Osier. A fictitious report of failure on an 

arithmetic test, taken previously, and a spurious discipli

nary notice from the dean constituted the failure and fear 
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arousing stimuli in a study of psychological tension by 

Osier.-'-''' Pour groups of Baltimore high school students were 

used as subjects. One of the groups was given both of the 

above stimuli; one group was given only the information of 

failure on the test; one group was told that it had done 

very well on the test but still had to see the dean on a 

disciplinary matter; and the final group, functioning as a 

control, was told only that it had done very well on the 

te st. 

When the scores on a later arithmetic test, the 

dependent variable, were determined, Osier found that 

failure on the previous test affected the scores on the 

later test adversely; but the intended fear stimulus of 

disciplinary action had no significant effect. She explains 

the results by pointing out that the failure-arousing 

stimulus was a report of previously poor performance on the 

same kind of task in which they were engaged. The more 

generalized threat of disciplinary action by the dean for an 

unnamed transgression of school rules had no effect on their 

ability to solve long division problems, simply because it 

was not an evaluation of that particular mathematical 

ability. 

17 'Sonia Osier, "Intellectual Performance as a 
Function of Two Types of Psychological Stress," Journal of 
Experimental Psychology, XLVII (February, 1954)> 115-21. 
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In her study, Osier found that psychological tension 

resulted in a deterioration of performance in arithmetic 

only when the tension was related to the subject's previous 

performance in arithmetic. Her study is of interest because 

of the fictions used to produce tension and her method of 

measurement of the effect--both parts of the procedure of 

the present study. 

III. STUDIES CONCERNED WITH THE EFFECT OF AN IMPOSED 

SITUATIONAL STRESS ON TEST PERFORMANCE 

In the studies described in this section, various 

stimuli were imposed on subjects who were performing 

intellectual tasks. In some cases, the stimulus was a 

threatening, harrassing type of proctoring; in other cases, 

it was an announcement that the subject's performance was an 

indication of his intelligence. In still other cases, the 

stimulus was an announcement that the subject's performance 

on the test would have an effect on his grade in an academic 

course. The latter type of stimulus was used in the present 

investigation. 

Studies by McKeachie, Pollie, and Speisman. A series 

of studies by three investigators dealt with the problem of 

which conditions would be most likely to dispel 
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psychological tension in testing situations. The hypoth

esis tested in the first, third, fourth, and fifth 

experiments in the series concerned the effect of letting 

students write comments about difficult or ambiguous items 

on subject matter tests. The results indicated that an 

opportunity to comment was beneficial to the students taking 

the test. Requiring the student to comment on questions, 

however, resulted in a lower score when compared with those 

permitted but not required to comment. 

The second e:xperiment in the series was of more 

concern to the writer. The hypothesis which governed this 

experiment was that if tension interferes with test perform

ance, then increasing the tension should have an even 

greater interfering effect. Two groups were used. One was 

told that the test score would not count on the grade in the 

course. The other group was told that the test would affect 

grades. Both groups had half of the members given "free-to-

comment" instructions on the answer sheets, while the other 

half was given conventional "no comment" answer sheets. No 

significant difference was found between the achievement of 

the "counted-on-grade" group and the "didn1t-count-on-grade" 

group. The hypothesis which related to the beneficial 

J. McKeachie, Donald Follie, and 
Joseph Speisman, "Relieving Anxiety in Classroom Examina
tions," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, L 
(January, 1955 )> 93-98. 
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effect of writing comments was supported, however, since- in 

the case of both groups, those who were given an opportunity 

to comment earned higher scores than those who were not 

permitted to comment. 

No proof was given in the McKeachie, Pollie, and 

Speisman study that tension actually existed in the 

"counted-on-grade" group. To assume that tension was 

present in a situation in which it should occur does not 

establish the existence of tension. Conversely, it cannot 

be assumed that tension is absent in a situation in which it 

logically should not occur. Psychological tension might 

well have been present in the "didn"t-count-on-grade" group 

merely as a result of conditioning, although the situation 

was essentially a non-threatening one. 

Study by Calvin, McGuigan, and Sullivan. A repeti

tion and modification of the experiment of McKeachie and 

19 associates was reported by Calvin, McGuigan, and Sullivan. 

Each of five groups of college students were divided in half 

and equated on the basis of group intelligence test scores. 

On a subject matter test, the experimental group was allowed 

•^Allen D. Calvin, P. J. McGuigan, and 
Maurice W. Sullivan, "A Further Investigation of the Rela
tionship Between Anxiety and Classroom Examination Perform
ance," Journal of Educational Psychology, JCLVIII 
(April, 1957), 
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to make comments about the test items, while the control 

group received no mention of this possibility. In all 

classes, the commenting group made fewer errors on the last 

half of the examination than did the control group. 

A second part of the same experiment divided the 

sixty-one subjects into two groups, a high anxiety group and 

a low anxiety group based on the median score on the Taylor 

Anxiety Scale (MAS). Both groups were further divided into 

those receiving "free-to-comment" instructions (experimen

tal) and those having no provision for comment (control). 

In an examination, it was discovered that in the 

experimental groups, the high anxiety subjects performed 

less well on the first half of the testjthan the low anxiety 

subjects; but they did no worse than the low anxiety sub

jects on the second half of the test. The gain from the 

first half to the second half of the test was greater for 

those high anxiety subjects having the opportunity to com

ment than for the other group. 

Being free to comment did not seem to be quite 

effective enough to overcome the influence of a high anxiety 

temperament on the first half of the test. In the control 

groups, the high anxiety group, which was not allowed to 

comment, was still inferior in test performance in the 

second half to the low anxiety group not allowed to comment. 



The results of this study indicated to Calvin and his 

associates that anxiety felt by students in a testing situa

tion tended to prevent the warming-to-the-task effect which 

is the usual experience of non-anxious students. In 

addition, it appeared that a high degree of tension was 

resistant to psychological attempts to eliminate it during 

the initial period, but the anxiety-reducing effect of mak

ing comments could be detected in the improved performance 

of the students in the latter half of the test. 

Study by Staudt. The effect of an imposed tension-

stimulus on the performance of college women on verbal 

analogies, arithmetic, and cancellation tests was the sub-

P 0 ject of a study by Staudt. u Three groups were equated and 

then subjected to one of three testing conditions: a normal 

condition, one in which the subjects were cautioned to be 

accurate, and one in which a buzzer was sounded repeatedly 

throughout the test with frequent warnings to maintain high 

standards of performance. A statistical comparison was then 

made between the control values established in the three 

variables and the experimental values obtained on equivalent 

^Virginia M. Staudt, "The Relationship of Testing 
Conditions and Intellectual Level to Errors and Correct 
Responses in Several Types of Tasks Among College Women," 
Journal of Psychology, XXVT (19^4-8) > 125-IJ.O. 
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forms of the same tests. For the maximum tension group, the 

results were: 

. . .  a n  a p p r e c i a b l e  i n c r e a s e  o f  e r r o r s  o n  .  .  .  t h e  
verbal analogies test and . . . the arithmetic opera
tions test. An increase in correct responses was found 
only for the . „ . cancellation . . . test.21 

Staudt's tension-producing agents, being the buzzer 

and repeated admonitions, were not typical of normal 

classroom procedures; neither was the dependent variable a 

subject matter achievement test. However, a similarity to 

the present study is apparent in several respects. Three 

levels of tension were attempted in both cases, and the 

effect of those on test performance was observed. Staudt's 

results were, to some extent, similar to those expected in 

the present study—in particular, performance deterioration 

of a maximum tension group. This was thought to be the most 

likely result of the procedure used in the present study. 

The medium and minimum tension groups in Staudt's study did 

not differ from each other in their final performance. 

Study by Carrier. Rigid, threatening proctoring and 

difficult practice exercises constituted the tension-

22 
producing independent variable in a study made by Carrier. 

^Ibid., pp. 139-14-0. 

^%eil Alan Carrier, "Stress, Personality, and 
Performance on Course Examinations," Journal of Educational 
Psychology, XLVIII (December, 1957), 510-20. 
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The subjects were students of both sexes in an introductory 

college course in general psychology. 

Two groups of students were equated on the basis of 

total scores on an academic aptitude test, grade-point aver

ages, and scores on two course examinations. One group was 

then subjected to low stress and the other to high stress. 

In regard to the effect of the experimentally manipulated 

stress on the examination performance, Carrier found that 

exceptional stress imposed upon the students while they were 

taking course examinations reduced performance. This was 

most definitely the case for women and those others who were 

low in ego strength and low in achievement motivation. 

Study by Bevan and Maier. Three levels of tension-

inducing stimuli were applied to subjects who were working 

number-series problems in an experiment by Bevan and 

2 3  Maier. ^ Fifteen groups of ten subjects each were matched 

on the Q-scores and L-scores of the American Council on 

Education Psychological Examination, hereinafter referred to 

as the ACE Psychological Examination. Five of the groups 

were then told that they were to solve some problems. This 

procedure was assumed to produce minimum tension. Six of 

^William Bevan and Richard A. Maier, "Emotional 
Tension and the Generality of Its Effect Upon Intellectual 
Performance," Journal of Personality, XXVI (September, 
1958), 330-36. 
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the groups were told In a crisp fashion that they were to be 

given an intelligence test. This procedure was intended to 

produce medium tension. The remaining six groups were told 

in crisp fashion that they were to be given an intelligence 

test and then, while taking the test, were harassed by oral 

admonitions from the experimenter--a situation intended to 

produce maximum tension. The results showed that accuracy 

on the number-series problems was highest for the group 

under the least tension, lowest for the group under the most 

tension, and intermediate for the remaining group. 

This study bears certain resemblances to the- present 

one, particularly in its use of equated groups and the 

imposition of three levels of tension upon them. However, 

in the Bevan and Maier study there was no proof that the 

tension-stimuli actually produced tension in the subjects. 

Neither was the testing situation a normal subject matter 

one in which grades would be given. The procedure in the 

present study attempted to prove the existence of tension in 

college students taking a subject matter achievement test. 

IV. STUDIES RELATING TEST PERFORMANCE UNDER STRESS 

TO SCORES ON PERSONALITY TESTS 

The relationship between measures of test-tension 

and scores on personality tests has received but little 

attention from psychologists. "Ebaugh, a medical doctor, in 
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a lecture on anxiety, indicated that students exhibiting 

chronic anxiety were particularly prone to worry about exam

inations as well as to manifest passivity, weakness, and 

loss of attention.^ This opinion is not new, but control

led studies verifying it are very rare. A search of the 

literature has uncovered the following four studies which 

deal with the problem. 

Study by Jacobs and Leventer. Jacobs and Leventer 

gave the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) 

and the Guilford-Martin GAMIN to fifty undergraduates in a 

course in abnormal psychology at the University of Southern 

2 5 California. ̂  The students, assembled for the purpose of 

taking a midterm examination, were told before taking the 

test that their performance in the class had been inferior, 

and that the forthcoming examination would be an unusually 

difficult one. When the results of the personality test 

given in the stress situation were compared with those given 

in a non-stress situation at a later day, the scores on the 

scales of the tests that dealt with anxiety or fear were 

^Franklin G. Ebaugh, "Anxiety11 (paper read at Colo
rado Women's College, Denver, Colorado, December 15, 1958)> 
pp. 9-10. (Mimeographed.) 

25 ^Alfred Jacobs and Seymour Leventer, "Response to 
Personality Inventories with Situational Stress," Journal of 
Abnormal and Social Psychology, LI (November, 1955)? kb9-51• 
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found to be significantly different. Prom this, Jacobs and 

Leventer concluded that scores on paper and pencil personal

ity inventories are affected by situational stress. 

Study by Bull. Results which seem to be opposed to 

those of the study cited above were obtained by Bull, using 

3l5_children on the island of Jamaica.^ These children had 

taken a government elimination examination of such rigor 

that a fifty per cent mortality rate was not considered to 

be unusual. Five weeks before taking the examination, they 

were given a personality test, and this was repeated three 

weeks after they received word of passing or failing the 

examination,, No significant difference between the two 

scores on the personality test was found in any of the 

subjects. 

Tension manifested before and during the examination 

was not measured in Bull's study, for it dealt only with the 

aftereffects of examination failure. According to Bull, 

situational stress had no significant effect upon scores on 

a personality test administered three weeks later. 

In the present study, no attempt was made to compare 

scores on a personality test given in a non-stress situation 

^Stanley Bull, "The Effects of Failure in Examina
tions on the Personality Structure" (unpublished Doctors' 
dissertation, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 195>i}-). 
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with scores on the same test, obtained in a stress situa

tion. The class period of fifty minutes, in which the 

experimental procedure had to be completed, was not long 

enough to administer anything more than the AI3 and the 

"General Test of Psychological Knowledge." However, an 

attempt was made to relate tension scores made on the AIS to 

scores on a personality test given several months pre

viously. 

Study by Brown. Related to the foregoing subject of 

the relationship between examination-tension and scores on a 

personality test is an additional finding by Brown in his 

study cited previously.^ He tested the hypothesis that 

students who become excited before taking examinations were 

higher in a measure of neurotic tendency than those who did 

not become excited. 

In relating the scores obtained in neurotic tendency 

on Willoughby's Clark Revision of the Thurstone Personality 

Schedule to the scores on his own questionnaire, Brown 

obtained a correlation of .28. This would indicate some 

relation between neurotic tendency and the inclination to 

develop tension in connection with an examination„ In com

menting on this, Brown states: 

27c. h. Brown, "Emotional Reactions Before Examina
tions: III. Interrelations," Journal of Psychology, V 
(January, 1938), 27-31. 
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. . . this is far too low to warrant regarding examina
tion neurosis as merely a special case of general 
neurotic tendency. There are undoubtedly other factors 
involved in the examination neurosis in students.28 

Study by Gordon and Sarason. A study that related 

anxiety felt by students in a testing situation to anxiety 

that they felt in connection with various other kinds of 

situations was made by Gordon and Sarason.^ One of the 

purposes of the study was, in the words of the authors, 

.  . t o  d e t e r m i n e  t h e  e x t e n t  t o  w h i c h  a n x i e t y  i n  a  t e s t i n g  

situation is a part of a more generalized pattern of 

anxiety."30 

In the Gordon and Sarason study, two questionnaires 

were administered to a class of 389 Yale College under

graduates. One of the questionnaires dealt with various 

forms of test anxiety and included attitudes toward group 

intelligence or aptitude tests, individual intelligence 

tests, and course examinations. The last section of the 

questionnaire was modified to become the AIS used in the 

present study. 

28Ibid., p. 28. 

pa 
7Edward M. Gordon and Seymour B. Sarason, "The Rela

tionship Between 'Test Anxiety' and 'Other Anxieties,'" 
Journal of Personality, XXLII (March, 1955)* 317-23. 

3°Ibid., p. 323. 
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The other questionnaire was titled "Questionnaire on 

Adult Forms of Anxiety and Worry" and Included twenty-nine 

items which dealt with such topics as visits to the dentist, 

fear of spiders and snakes, and worry about social adjust

ment. This questionnaire was claimed by its authors to be a 

measure of generalized anxiety. 

When a correlation was computed between scores on the 

test anxiety questionnaire and the generalized anxiety ques

tionnaire, an r of • I4.7 was obtained. The authors note in 

their conclusion that there is a definite tendency for those 

students who report experiencing anxiety in a testing situ

ation to also report a tendency toward anxiety in other 

situations as well. 

The present study attempted to relate test-tension to 

generalized anxiety as measured by the MAS. In the Gordon-

Sarason study, the relationship was computed between scores 

on two tests given within the interval of one class period. 

In the present study, the relationship was computed between 

the test anxiety questionnaire (AIS) results and a general 

anxiety questionnaire (MMPI), given three months previously. 

The reason for following this procedure was that a subject 

matter test was given to the subjects immediately after the 

AIS, thus utilizing the time of the class period completely. 

3^-lbid., p. 323. 



The MAS scores were already available from an administration 

of the MMPI at the beginning of the school semester. 

V. SUMMARY 

It was felt that a definite need existed for a study 

in which the conditions of testing were as typical of normal 

procedure as possible, and in which the measurements of 

tension were such as not to interfere with the intellectual 

effort of those being tested. If possible, the stress 

imposed should have been one to which college students were 

subjected in the normal course of college work, and yet one 

which could have been varied by the experimenter. The pres

ent study was an attempt to provide these conditions within 

the framework of a regularly scheduled college class. 



CHAPTER V 

THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Experimental procedures are determined by the partic

ular hypotheses to be tested, and they are limited by 

consideration of practicality and expediency. This chapter, 

in describing the present experiment, presents the reasons 

for the use of certain procedures and gives sin account of 

the procedures themselves. 

I. PRELIMINARIES TO THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The practical value that the results might have for 

the college in which the experiment was performed was a 

strong factor in determining the choice of topic of this 

study and the method in which it was treated. In addition, 

the writer's position as a college instructor in psychology 

at Eastern New Mexico University and the relatively large 

size of one section of the course which he taught made it an 

obvious and expedient choice. 

Choice of setting and subjects. The section of 

general psychology selected to be the one in which the 

experiment was to be performed met regularly at one o'clock 

in the afternoon on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. It con

tained 102 students, composed of the following percentages 

93 
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by classes: freshmen, 63 per cent; sophomores, 25 per cent; 

juniors, 9 per cent; seniors, 1 per cent; graduates, 1 per 

cent; and special students, 1 per cent. 

An attempt was made to determine the extent to which 

the academic ability of the subjects was typical of all the 

students at Eastern New Mexico University. Mean L-scores on 

the ACE Psychological Examination for entering freshmen were 

available for several previous years. They were compared 

with the mean score of the subjects in the present study. 

In no case was a significant difference found between the 

mean L-score of any entering group of students and that of 

the subjects used in the present experiment. Thus, it would 

appear that the subject group did not differ significantly 

from previous student groups in the ability measured by the 

L-score of the ACE Psychological Examination. 

Psychometric instruments utilized. Linguistic (L) 

scores on the ACE Psychological Examination, 1950 edition, 

were obtained for each one of the subjects participating in 

the experiment. These scores were used to equate the three 

groups on verbal aptitude. The selection of this particular 

test score was based on two considerations: first, the 

L-score, which was derived from three sub-tests, could be 

obtained from the subjects during the fifty minutes of a 

regular class period; and second, the L-score had been found 

to be a consistently better predictor of academic grades 
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than the quantitative (Q,) score, at Eastern New Mexico 

University.'1" This is supported by the findings of other 
2 investigators in other institutions. 

The second psychometric instrument used in the 

present study was the Affective Involvement Scale (AIS), 

developed by the present writer for use in this investiga

tion. Essentially, the AIS was a modification of the 

"Questionnaire on Attitudes Toward Three Kinds of Testing 

Situations," developed by Handler and Sarason.-^ This latter 

instrument was used by Gordon and Sarason in the study 

discussed in Chapter IV.^" The questionnaire contains three 

parts. The first two parts, consisting of twenty-eight 

items in all, are concerned with the subject's attitudes 

toward the taking of intelligence tests. The last section, 

Frederick Peter Napp, "Forecasting Scholastic 
Achievement at Eastern New Mexico University on the Basis of 
Scores on the American Council on Education Psychological 
Examination" (unpublished Master's thesis, Eastern New 
Mexico University, Portales, 1954) > PP« 52. 

2 
Travis R. Osborne, Wilma Sanders, and 

James E. Greene, "The Differential Prediction of College 
Marks by ACE Scores," Journal of Educational Research, XL 
(October, 1950), 107-1^ 

3 ^George Mandler and Seymour B. Sarason, "A Study of 
Anxiety and Learning," Journal of Abnormal and Social 
Psychology, XLVII (April, 1952), 166-73. 

^"Edward M. Gordon and Seymour B. Sarason, "The Rela
tionship Between 'Test Anxiety' and 'Other Anxieties,'" 
Journal of Personality, XXIII (March, 1955)> 317-23, 



consisting of eleven items, is concerned with the student's 

attitudes toward the taking of course examinations. This 

last section was revised for use in the present investiga

tion and became the basis of the AIS. Sarason and Mandler 

reported a split-half reliability of .91 for the question

naire on one study with 100 subjects, and a test-retest 

reliability of .82 with a six week's interval for seventy 

subjects.-' 

The Mandler-Sarason Scale was revised in several 

respects to become the AIS. First, the tense of the items 

in the AIS was changed from that used in the Mandler-

Sarason Scale. The subjects taking the AIS reported their 

feelings at the moment that they were experiencing them; 

rather than, as in the Mandler-Sarason Scale, retrospec

tively indicating their usual feelings in such situations. 

The writer felt that this change would prevent errors of 

memory and the tendency on the part of the subjects to 

report what they thought they usually experienced just 

before a test. 

The second modification was in the substitution of 

items, and the addition of two items to the original eleven 

included in the Mandler-Sarason Scale. Several minor 

^Seymour B. Sarason and George Mandler, "Some Cor
relates of Test Anxiety," Journal of Abnormal and Social 
Psychology, XLVII (October"^ 1952) ,~B"ll. 



mechanical details were also changed. The entire AIS was 

placed on a single, legal sized sheet of paper, rather than 

on two sheets as in the Mandler-Sarason Scale. Instructions 

were given orally by the investigator. 

The reliability of the AIS was determined by the 

test-retest method in a pre-subject matter test situation. 

A correlation of .72 was found, using I30 subjects and an 

interval of four weeks between testing sessions. 

Mandler and Sarason determined the validity of their 

scale by relating the scores of thirty-three subjects to 

judgments of the subjects1 behavior under tension. The 

judge had no knowledge of the subjects' scores on the scale. 

A low anxiety, high anxiety division was made of these 

ratings, and the subjects' scores were then compared with 

the scale ratings. Mandler and Sarason reported that a 

correlation of .59 was found, a degree of relationship sig

nificant at the .01 level of confidence.^ 

Further evidence as to the validity of the AIS was 

gathered by comparing the mnan score obtained in a routine 

classroom situation with the mean obtained when the scale 

was given before a subject matter examination. When this 

comparison was made, using the same subject group (N = 87) 

that participated in the investigation described in this 

^Mandler and Sarason, 0£. cit., p. 169. 
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report, the mean AIS score achieved when the scale was 

administered before a subject matter examination was 2.82. 

The control score, obtained during a regular lecture period, 

was 2.21. The difference of .61 was found to be significant 

at better than the .05 level of confidence. Comparisons 

were also made in several smaller groups. Table I below 

shows the differences and significance of the differences 

for three such administrations of the AIS. The items on the 

AIS also seem to have adequate content validity. 

The third psychometric instrument used in the present 

study was the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale (MAS), which was 

derived from the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory 

(MMPI). In developing the scale, Taylor asked five clinical 

psychologists to select the items on the MMPI which, in 

their opinion, were most indicative of overt or manifest 

anxiety--that is, anxiety noticeable by the individual, him

self, through introspection or to others by observation. 

Sixty-five items on which there was 80 per cent agreement 

were selected for the scale. Test-retest reliability of the 

MAS was reported as .82 over a period of five months with 

1971 subjects.7 

?Wayne H. Hotzman, Allen D. Calvin, and 
M. E. Bitterman, "New Evidence for the Validity of Taylor's 
Manifest Anxiety Scale," Journal of Abnormal and Social 
Psychology, XLVII (October^ 1952), 853• 



TABLE I 

A COMPARISON OF PRETEST AND NON-PRETEST SCORES ON THE 
AIS OF THREE GROUPS OF COLLEGE STUDENTS 

Group N 

Mean 
AIS $core 
obtained 
in regular 
class 
session 

Mean 
AIS score 
obtained 
before a 
subject 
matter test 

Difference 
between 
means 

Standard 
error of 
difference 

"t" 
ratio 

Leve 
signif 

.05 

1 of 
icance 

.01 

General 
psychology 
class 

130 1.96 2.93 .97 .42 2.30 

i 

Yes No 

Advanced 
general 
psychology 
class 

21 1.84 3.00 1.16 

I 

.20 5.80 Yes Yes 

Mental 
hygiene 
class 

1*7 1.84 2.65 .81 .28 2.89 Yes Yes 

vO 
\0 
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Validity of the MAS was established by a correlation 

with the Winne Scale of Neuroticism, derived from an empir

ical analysis of the MMPI. This was determined to be .86 

by Holtzman, Calvin, and Bitterman, who state that this is a 

conservative estimate of the true relationship between the 

0 Winne and Taylor scales. 

The fourth measure used was not a psychometric one in 

the usual sense of the word. It was an achievement test in 

general psychology entitled, "General Test of Knowledge of 

Psychology," and developed by the present investigator for 

specific use in this investigation. It was administered as 

two packets, the face sheet of each packet being one page 

of the test. A detailed description of this test is given 

in Chapter I. 

Content validity of the "General Test of Knowledge of 

Psychology" was assumed, since it consisted of thirty-five 

items selected by the present investigator in what Ross, in 

defining content or curricular validity, calls "an act of 

judgment as to adequacy of the sampling included in the 
o 

test." In the present study, performance on the "General 

Test of Knowledge of Psychology" was the dependent variable. 

^Ibid., p. 85ij.. " 

9C. C. Ross, Measurement in Today's Schools (New 
York: Prentice-Hall, Incorporated, 19^7)*p. 70. 
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Measure3 of physiological reaction to tension. Two 

measures of physiological reaction to tension were used in 

the present study. The first of these was pulse rate. An 

increase in pulse rate is considered to be one of the most 

definite indicators of emotion. Several studies, reported 

in Chapter IV, utilized increase in pulse rate as one of 

several signs that emotion was present.^ Textbooks in 

general psychology regularly list pulse rate increase among 

the concomitants of emotion."^ It was felt that a specific 

validation of this measure of emotion was not needed. 

The second measure of physiological reaction to ten

sion utilized in the present study was the carbon-pressure 

score. It was obtained by noting how far down in a packet, 

consisting of alternate sheets of white typing paper and 

carbon paper, a legible imprint of a word printed by the 

subjects on the face sheet could be read. 

"^C. H. Brown and David Van Gelder, "Emotional 
Reactions Before Examinations: I. Physiological Changes," 
Journal of Psychology, V (January, 1938), 1-9; and 
William H. Waite, "The Relationship Between Performance on 
Examinations and Emotional Responses," Journal of Experi
mental Psychology, XI (September, 19k-2)~f 66-96. 

•'••'•Henry E. Garrett, General Psychology (New York: 
American Book Company, 19$$), p. 228; Floyd L. Ruch, 
Psychology and Life (fifth edition; Chicago: Scott Poresman 
and Company, 1958), p. l5lj a^d David Krech and 
Richard S. Crutchfield, Elements of Psychology (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopp, Incorporated, 19^B"), p. 337. 
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In one of the few scientific approaches to graphology 

written in the United States, Downey, a professor of 

psychology at the University of Wyoming, noted that, "Hyper-

excitability may lead to such pressure as to pierce the 

paper. she continued in a later paragraph, "In general, 

degree of pressure gives evidence of amount of effort."^ 

Validity for the carbon-pressure measure of tension 

was assumed from this indication that muscular pressure is 

increased during conditions of emotion. The carbon-pressure 

method is being used in current research on tension by Hahn, 

Head of the Department of Psychology at Transylvania Col

lege, but he reports no data on validity or reliability.^ 

Control values obtained. During a regular session of 

the general- psychology class whose members constituted the 

subjects for the experiment, control values on three 

variables were obtained. These were: AIS score, pulse rate 

per minute, and carbon-pressure_score. An attempt was made 

by this investigator to establish an emotional climate sim

ilar to that established during any routine class session. 

12 June E. Downey, Graphology and the Psychology of 
Handwriting (Baltimore: Warwick and York, Incorporated, 
1919), p. 50. 

l3Ibid. 

"^Personal Correspondence with the writer, letter 
from Hans Hahn, July 28, I960. 
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These values were obtained in the regular meeting place _of 

the class, a large lecture hall with ascending rows of fixed 

seats with writing arms. 

When the class had assembled on the day set for the 

control procedure, the AIS was distributed to each student 

with the following information and instructions being given 

by the investigator: 

This test is an exercise in introspection. You are 
to place a mark on the line at the point which best 
describes your feeling concerning each test item. Do 
not hesitate to place the mark at any point between the 
extremes or on the midpoint. No grades will be given on 
this, but please put your name on the top of the sheet. 

When all of the members of the class had completed the AIS, 

the materials were collected, and the investigator proceeded 

to obtain the control values for the remaining two variables. 

The first page of the control form of the test pack

ets, which was entitled, "Practice Test on the History of 

Psychology,11 was distributed, and the following instructions 

and information were given: 

The test which you are taking today will not be a 
part of your grade in this course. Its purpose is to 
develop a new method of scoring objective tests in 
psychology, and that is why there are several thick
nesses of paper and carbon paper in these test packets. 
You are to use only the special pencils which will be 
provided, and you are requested not to press down on the 
pencil any harder than you would ordinarily. When you 
finish answering the questions given on the first page 
of the test, the second page will be given to you; and 
the first page will be collected. Make certain that 
your test packet rests on the arm of your desk with 
nothing between it and the desk arm. Don't worry if you 
don't know the answer to a question, since no grades 
will be given. Please put your name on both packets. 
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The first item on the first page of the test packet 

was a practice exercise in which each individual determined 

his own pulse rate. The investigator allowed the subjects 

time in which to locate their own pulse, and then he timed 

five trials of one minute each. At the conclusion of this 

procedure, the subjects proceeded with the rest of the test. 

When all of the members of the class had completed both 

pages of the test and had turned them in, the investigator, 

being the regular instructor of the class, continued with 

routine lecturing for the remainder of the period. 

Scores on the AIS were obtained by placing a trans

parent template over each marked copy. The template had 

lines divided into numbered one inch intervals scribed upon 

it so that when it was placed over a marked copy, the loca

tion of each check mark made by a subject could be given a 

numerical score. These scores were added and the total 

divided by thirteen, the number of items on the AIS, to com

pute the mean of the subject's responses on the AIS. 

Carbon-pressure scores on the test packets were 

obtained by removing the single staple from the bottom of 

each test packet and noting the number of the page on which 

the last legible imprint appeared. The mean pulse rate was 

computed by dividing the total count by the number of trials 

which the subject had recorded--in most cases, five. 
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Prom these data, gathered In one class period, con

trol values were obtained for the three variables of pulse 

rate, carbon-pressure, and AIS scores. The actual scoring 

was done by graduate assistants who had been instructed in 

the particular methods required. 

Other control values necessary for the equating of 

the groups involved were obtained from their L-scores on the 

ACE Psychological Examination, 1950 edition. Subjects for 

whom no AGE scores were available were given the test by 

the investigator. 

The final measure used in equating the groups was the 

"total psychology test score." This was obtained by adding 

together the raw scores of two subject matter tests, which 

had been given to the class previous to the time of the 

experimental procedure. 

Thus, an attempt was made in this experiment to 

equate three groups on these five variables: pulse rate, 

carbon-pressure score, L-score, AIS score, and "total 

psychology test score." Equating was accomplished by the 

matched group method, in which the mean scores and standard 

deviations on the five variables for the three groups were 

made approximately equal. The groups thus formed were, at 

the time of equating, exactly the same size, each one having 

an N of thirty. 
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Preliminaries to the experimental procedure. The 

experimental procedure was conducted on a Wednesday, but 

certain preliminaries were accomplished on the preceding 

Monday. One of these was the administration of a fifty item 

objective achievement test, which covered the topics of cor

relation and heredity. This test was an expected one that 

had been announced to the class one week previously. Its 

administration at that time was essential to the development 

of the fiction that was necessary for the performance of the 

experiment. This test had been constructed by the present 

investigator and was administered in the usual manner, with 

two exceptions. The first of these was the administration 

of the AIS to the class immediately previous to the time 

that they received the subject matter test papers. This was 

done to familiarize the class with the scale, and also to 

justify its use again in the experimental procedure. 

The second variation from the normal procedure of a 

subject matter test situation was found in the content of 

the first section of the test. This dealt with the computa

tion of each student's mean pulse rate for five trials of 

one minute each. The instructor timed the trials, then the 

students computed and entered their own mean pulse rates as 

the answer to the first question on the test. Ostensibly, 

this item was included on the test to determine the 
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student's knowledge of the mean as a measure of central 

tendency, but actually, it was included at that time to 

justify the use of the same procedure later during the 

experimental situation. 

The second question on the test also justified the 

determination of the pulse rate, by asking, in a multiple 

choice item, which alternative would be most correct if the 

correlation between pulse rate and total items correct on 

the test were found to be .91)-. The rest of the test con

tained forty-eight items of conventional, objective types. 

As each student finished his test, he turned it in and was 

free to leave. 

II. THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experimental design called for the imposition of 

the three differing levels of psychological tension upon the 

three groups of subjects while they were taking a subject 

matter achievement test. In this section, an account of the 

procedure as it was actually followed is presented. 

Separation of groups. On the day of the experiment, 

all three groups were assembled in the room routinely used 

for the course. No indication had been given to the class 

of any alteration to be made in the regular procedure, nor 

were any of the subjects aware of the fact that the class 
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had been divided into three groups previous to the exper

imental session. 

The experimenter'(the regular instructor of the 

class) began the session by saying, "We find it necessary to 

do things a bit differently today. When your name is 

called, please go to the room to which you will be 

assigned,," As their names were called, the students went to 

the classroom to which they had been directed. When they 

arrived in the designated room, they found assistants ready 

to direct them in the procedure from that point. 

Assignment to one of the three designated classrooms 

was made on the basis of equating which had been done pre

viously. Three students were unaccountably absent on the 

day of the experiment. This slightly altered the equated 

scores on all variables, but there was no opportunity after 

the class had convened to substitute other subjects for 

those who were absent. In the case of only one variable was 

a significant difference later found between any of the 

three groups in the equated scores. This difference 

occurred between the mean pulse rates of Groups A and C. 

A possible explanation and discussion of this difference 

is given in Chapter VI. Table II below gives the means of 

the three groups and the significance of the differences 

between them. 



TABLE II 

RESULTS ACHIEVED IN THE EQUATING OF THREE GROUPS 
OF COLLEGE STUDENTS ON FIVE VARIABLES 

Groups Variable Mean 

Difference 
between 
means 

Standard 
error of 

difference 
"t" 
ratio 

Level 
signifi 

.05 

of 
cance 

.01 

A & B L-score A-46.93 
B-47.72 

.79 6.84 .12 No 

B & C L-score B-47.72 
C-47.45 

.27 6.79 .04 No 

A & C L-score A-46.93 
C-47.45 

.52 6.81 .08 No 

A & B Pulse 
rate 

A-82.80 
B-79.90 

2.90 3.12 .92 No 

B & C Pulse 
rate 

B-79.90 
C-76.10 

3.80 3.33 1.14 No 

A & C Pulse 
rate 

A-82.80 
C-76.10 

6.70 3.01 2.22 Yes No 

h-1 
o 
vD 



TABLE II (continued) 

Groups Variable Mean 

Difference 
between 
means 

Standard 
error of 
difference 

"t" 
ratio 

Leve 
signif 

.05 

1 of 
icance 

.01 

A & B Carbon 
Pressure 

A- 3.58 
B- 3.84 

.26 .22 1.18 No 

B 8. C Carbon 
Pressure 

B- 3.84 
C- 3.76 

.08 .23 .35 No 

A & C Carbon 
Pressure 

A- 3.58 
C- 3.76 

.18 .25 .72 No 

A & B AIS A- 2.31 
B- 2.18 

.13 .16 .81 No 

B & C AIS B- 2.18 
C- 2.20 

.02 .15 .13 No 

A & C AIS A- 2.31 
C- 2.20 

.11 .16 .69 No 

A & B Total 
test 

A-76.53 
B-77.48 

.95 2.91 .32 No 

B & C Total 
test 

B-77.48 
C-75.19 

2.29 3.31 .69 No 

A & C Total 1 
test 

A-76.53 
C-75.19 

1.34 3.08 .43 No 
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Method of producing tension. The investigator 

directed that the students in Group A take seats that were 

widely separated throughout the room. Then, in a manner 

considerably more stern than usual, he said: 

There is some indication that certain members of this 
class had previous knowledge of the questions on the 
-best which you took this past Monday. Rather than take 
the chance that this was not so, I decided to substitute 
for that test the one which I am going to give you now. 
The results of Monday's test will not be counted in your 
grade. They are void. The results of the test which 
you will take today will substitute for them entirely 
and will be counted. Are there any questions? 

Several questions were asked concerning how the investigator 

had learned that the cheating had occurred, but these were 

answered evasively in such a manner that the investigator 

appeared to be protecting the source of his information. 

An assistant then took over the direction of the group. 

With the aid of two other proctors, he administered the AIS 

and followed it with the two pages in packet form of the 

"General Test of Knowledge of Psychology." Scores on the 

latter constituted the dependent variable in the experiment. 

By that time, the experimenter had left the room and 

had gone to the room occupied by Group B, whose members were 

to be subjected to medium tension. The assistant in this 

room had already seated the group and made them ready 

for the instructions of the experimenter. In this instance, 

the instructions were worded as follows: 
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This test, which I am attempting to have published, 
has unexpectedly arrived back from the printer, and it 
is necessary to use this occasion to administer it to 
you. The scores which you earn on it will be added to 
the score which you received on the test given to you 
last Monday. Are there any questions? 

The wording of these instructions was designed to produce a 

lesser state of tension in Group B than in Group A. Ques

tions were also asked by this group, but they were of a 

definitely hostile nature. As an example, the investigator 

noted one remark that was expressed as, "How come we_ get a 

deal like this?" Due, perhaps, to a chance apportionment of 

particularly volatile subjects, more resentment was shown in 

this group than in Group A. The AIS was then administered 

to Group B by the assistant and was followed by the two 

packets of the "General Test of Knowledge of Psychology." 

The students of Group C, who were to be subjected to 

the stimulus of minimum tension, were also seated and wait

ing by the time the experimenter arrived. The instructions 

to this group were then given in the following words: 

As you people know, I am trying to develop a stand
ardized test in general psychology, and I am concerned 
with the development of an efficient method of grading 
the test. I am asking you to take the test and try to 
do as well as you can. The score which you will make 
on the test will have no effect on your grade in this 
course, but I am requesting that you put your name on 
the face sheet of each of the two test packets. 

The AIS was then administered by the assistant, and the 

procedure was carried through from then on in the same 

manner as with the previous two groups. 
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In all three groups, electrographic mechanical pen

cils were furnished, for writing the answers on the test. 

This was done not because the test was to be machine scored, 

but because the hardness of the pencil lead would be a 

constant rather than a variable in the experiment,, The 

proctors and assistants in all three^groups were instructed 

not to answer questions that dealt with the clarification 

of the items on the test or that would aid the subjects in 

determining the answers. 

III. STATISTICAL PROCEDURES 

Pour types of computations were required in this 

study. It was necessary to compute descriptive measures of 

central tendency, variability, and relationship. Also, the 

"t" test of the significance of differences between means 

and other measures was used. — 

Differences between means. There are several 

formulae which are used to determine whether significant 

differences exist between the mean scores of groups of sub

jects on psychological measures. Each one of the formulae 

has been developed to deal with data acquired under partic

ular circumstances. The formulae which were used in the 

present study were used because it was felt that they were 

the most appropriate methods of determining which one of the 

five hypotheses was supported by the results. 
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In determining whether or not there were significant 

differences between the means of the three groups on the 

"General Test of Knowledge of Psychology" (the dependent 

variable), a formula was used that made allowance for the 

fact that when groups are matched on variables related to 

the dependent variable, the means of successive pairs of 

samples are correlated. To take this into account, the 

formula used introduced the correlation between the matching 

variables (L-scores, first two test scores, and third test 

scores obtained from a previous class in general psychology) 

and the dependent variable. This procedure allowed for the 

restriction placed on the range of differences that can be 

expected when groups are matched on variables that are 

related to the dependent variable. The multiple correlation 

between the matching variables and the dependent variable 

was found to be .ij.3. The formula used for the multiple 
it 

correlation coefficient was: ^ 

The obtained differences between the means of the 

three groups on the psychology achievement test were then 

tested to determine whether the differences were 

"^Henry E. Garrett, Statistics in Psycho logy and 
Education (third edition; New York: Longmans, Green and 
Company, 1950), p. 
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significant. In this test, the probability that each dif

ference is due to chance was computed. To make the test, it 

was necessary to compute a standard error for each of the 

obtained differences. The formula used was:^ 

sedmx-Mg= Mx1 + ^ MX2) "R xy) 

Knowing the standard error associated with each of the 

obtained differences, it was then possible to determine 

whether these differences were large enough to warrant the 

assumption that the differences between the means were true 

differences and not due to chance. This was done by divid

ing the differences between the mean scores by standard 

errors associated with each of the differences. These 

"t" ratios were then compared with the "t" values necessary 

for significance at the .05 and .01 levels. 

This information was then applied to the problem of 

determining which one of the four hypotheses that dealt with 

the effect of psychological tension on the test performance 

of college students was supported. Thus, mean differences 

between the performance of the groups were determined, 

evaluated in terms of their standard errors, and then sub

jected to a test of their reliability. Only at this point 

^Ibid., Formula 2>k> P« 213. 
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In the procedure could support be given to one or the other 

of the hypotheses tested in this investigation. 

uated by means of the "t" ratio, also. In each case, it was 

necessary to determine the extent to which the scores tended 

to be related to each other before any experimental stimuli 

were imposed. Then, the standard errors of the differences 

were computed with this relationship taken into account. 

The "t" ratio was then determined and evaluated in terms of 

its level of significance. 

three measures of tension (pulse rate, carbon-pressure, and 

AIS as obtained on the day of the experiment) was compared 

with the mean of the same variable obtained several weeks 

before, testing for the presence of psychological tension by 

the longitudinal method was possible. Each group's mean 

control score was compared with its own mean experimental 

score to determine if the stimuli actually produced the 

degrees of tension intended. The formula used to determine 

the difference between the means (the "single group" method) 

Differences between other group measures were eval-

When the mean score of each group of subjects on the 

17 was: 

~^Ibid., Formula 33, p. 209. 
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In this case, the r was the correlation between the two 

measurements of the same variable obtained from the groups 

actually used in the present experiment. 

Differences between standard deviations. In ascer

taining whether increased variability in the test 

performance of the groups of students occurred as a result 

of increased psychological tension, use was made of another 

statistical device, the standard error of the difference 

between standard deviations. The formula used was:^ 

As was the case with the previous techniques for dealing 

with differences, the "t" ratio was computed by dividing the 

difference between standard deviations by the standard error 

of the difference between standard deviations. This quo

tient was then evaluated in terms of the table of "t" 

values. In this way, the effect of psychological tension 

on a group's variability in test scores could be determined. 

Measures of relationship. The relationship, or cor

relation between variables often needs to be determined in 

psychological research. In the present study, several 

V SE;23D1 + 212 SD2 " 2r 12SSSD1SESD2 

^Ibid., Formula 37> P« 216. 
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examples have been given of formulae which required the use 

of the correlation coefficient. In addition, the process of 

correlation was used to determine the reliability of the 

AIS, one of the measures of tension used, as well as the 

relationship of the various measures of tension to each 

other and to the Taylor MAS. 

The formula used to obtain the Pearson product-

/ x 19 moment coefficient of correlation (r) was: 

- NM-JVi 
r. = fLZ 

Za2 - NM2 x ZY2 - NM2y 

Measures of central tendency and variability. Three 

other statistical measures were used frequently throughout 

this study but require no justification for their use. 

Means, as used in the present study, were computed from raw, 

ungrouped data by the usual method. The standard errors of 

20 
the means were computed by the formula: 

S% = 

In this formula, "s" stands for the standard deviation of 

the sample rather than that of the general population, and 

~^Ibid., Formula [|_7> p. 292. 

^Ibid., Formula 2ij., p. 189. 
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as.such, is properly used in the present study. The stand-

This is a small sample technique recommended for groups with 

IV. SUMMARY OP THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experimental procedure described in this chapter 

was designed to test four mutually exclusive hypotheses 

which dealt with the effect of psychological tension on the 

test performance of three equated groups of college stu

dents. Each group was subjected to a stimulus, unique to 

that group, which was intended to arouse psychological 

tension in the members of the group. The degree of psycho

logical tension present in the subjects was measured by 

three techniques: carbon-pressure, pulse rate, and AIS. 

The "General Test of Knowledge of Psychology" was the crite 

rion, or dependent variable, by which the effect of the 

psychological tension was measured. 

21 ard deviation (s) was computed by the formula: 

Nfs of less than fifty 22 

21Ibid. 

22Ibid., p. 189. 
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When the data were gathered and dealt with statis

tically, the results were examined to determine which one of 

the four opposing hypotheses was supported. Data necessary 

for determining the relationship between the measures of 

psychological tension and the MAS were also treated statis

tically in the test of the fifth hypothesis of this study. 



CHAPTER VI 

FINDINGS 

The experimental procedure, described in the previous 

chapter, provided a means by which four hypotheses 

concerning the effect of psychological tension on the test 

performance of college students could be tested. This 

chapter attempts to bring together and interpret the results 

gathered from the experimental procedure and relate them to 

the hypotheses advanced. 

I. THE EFFECT OF TENSION ON TEST PERFORMANCE 

Four hypotheses tested in the experimental procedure 

were mutually exclusive and stated that test performance 

would be found to be best in the group exposed to either 

maximummedium, or minimum tension, or would not differ 

among any of the groups. The fifth hypothesis stated that 

there would be no significant relationship between the man

ifestations of tension and a measure of general anxiety. 

The experimental procedure was designed to provide 

a situation in which only one relevant circumstance was 

allowed to vary, while all others were controlled. The 

"varying circumstance," or independent variable, was the 

psychological tension produced by the kind of instruction 

121 
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and information given to each group of subjects. The 

performance of the subjects on the psychology test was 

intended to be a measure of the effect of the psychological 

tension and constituted the dependent variable. 

This procedure led to results which were then exam

ined to determine which one of the four original hypotheses 

was supported. If the presence of psychological tension 

could be demonstrated, one of the four hypotheses would be 

supported, regardless of the relative size of the means of 

the three groups. The results presented in this chapter are 

interpreted in terms of the support given to one or another 

of these hypotheses. 

Comparative test performance of the groups subjected 

to differing amounts of psychological tension. Differences 

in the test performance of the three groups of subjects 

constituted the first method of measuring the effect of 

psychological tension. The data from this consideration are 

presented in Table III below. 

An examination of differences between the mean scores 

obtained by the three groups on the psychology achievement 

test gives no support to the hypothesis that psychological 

tension has an effect upon performance on such a test. When 

the differences between the pairs of means were tested, none 

were found to be significant, and the null hypothesis was 

retained. 



TABLE III 

A COMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE THREE EQUATED GROUPS 
ON AN ACHIEVEMENT TEST IN PSYCHOLOGY WHEN SUBJECTED 

TO DIFFERING LEVELS OF TENSION-INDUCING STIMULI 

Group Mean 

Difference 
between 
means 

Standard 
error 
of 

difference 
" t" 
ratio 

Leve 
signif 

.05 

1 of 
icance 

.01 

A (Maximum tension) 

B (Medium tension) 

22.83 

23.00 

.17 1.06 .16 No 

B (Medium tension) 

C (Minimum tension) 

23.00 

21.92 
1.08 .94 1.15 No 

A (Maximum tension) 

C (Minimum tension) 

22.83 

21.92 
.91 1.17 .78 

i 

No 
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An attempt was then made to determine if the mean of 

the combined scores of the maximum and medium tension groups 

was significantly different from the mean of the minimum 

tension group. When the data were dealt with in this way, 

the mean score of the AB (maximum-medium) Group was 22.91 

with N = 59. When compared with 21.92, the mean score of 

Group C (minimum tension, N = 28), the difference of .99 was 

not significant at the .05 level, nor did it reach the .10 

level. 

Interpretation of results. Three explanations for 

this result are possible. The first to be considered is 

that although psychological tension was present, it was not 

effective enough to influence the performance of the groups 

that were exposed to it. The subjects upon whom the stimuli 

were imposed may have been able to "rise above" its influ

ence and do as well as they would have done had not the 

stimulus been imposed. 

A second possibility was that the test itself was of 

such a low level of difficulty that psychological tension 

had no effect on the subjectj.~s recall of its easy items. 

However, this possibility does not seem to have been the 

case, since no student in any of the three groups earned a 

perfect score of thirty-five points. The range of scores 

was from twelve to thirty-three, and the distribution of 
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scores was normal. The "t" ratio In regard to skewness fell 

below the .10 level, indicating that the distribution of 

scores on the test was not signifleantly skewed. It does 

not appear from these data that the explanation of the 

results of this test could be made on the basis that the 

test was not of sufficient difficulty. 

The third possibility is that the stimuli that were 

intended to arouse psychological tension failed to accom

plish that purpose. Such a circumstance could have occurred 

if the intentionally false statements given by the exper

imenter were not accepted at face value by the subjects in 

the two tension groups. In this regard, it must be pointed 

out that, to the best of his knowledge, the present inves

tigator gave no one the impression of being in a condition 

of frivolous insincerity on the day of the experiment. How

ever, the possibility that in some way his manner was not 

convincing and carried no hint of threat to the subjects was 

considered. In such a case, the mean test score of Groups A 

and B could have been expected to be essentially the same as 

that of Group C. This was the result that did occur. 

With the possibility in mind that there might have 

been no psychological tension present in the two tension 

groups, the investigator informally questioned the members 

of Groups A and B immediately after the experiment was over. 

None of those questioned suspected that the situation had 
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been deliberately misrepresented to them. They had given 

little thought to the possibility that the test would not 

count on their grades but, instead, had concentrated on 

doing as well as possible. Several students in both groups 

indicated that the whole situation had angered them greatly. 

The minimum tension group, of course, had no important 

misrepresentation to accept. In light of the comments given 

by the subjects directly after the experiment, it does not 

appear that they were unbelieving or skeptical of the situa

tion. 

Thus, when three psychological stimuli, differing in 

intensity, were each imposed upon a different group of 

college students who were taking a test covering subject 

matter in the field of general psychology, no significant 

differences were found between the mean scores of any of the 

groups tested. One explanation for these results is the 

possibility that psychological tension was not actually 

induced in the subjects by the experimental procedure. The 

next examination of the data is therefore concerned with 

looking for evidence that psychological tension existed in 

the groups to the degree intended. 

II. MEASURES OP DIFFERENCES IN TENSION BETWEEN GROUPS 

The three measures that were used to determine the 

extent to which psychological tension was present were: 
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carbon-pressure, pulse rate, and AIS. Mean scores on these 

variables were obtained from the subjects and then compared 

to determine if psychological tension was present and to 

what degree. 

Differences between carbon-pressure scores. The 

first measure of differences in tension to be considered in 

the results was the mean carbon-pressure scores. Table IV 

below gives the data obtained from this measure. It can be 

seen from Table IV that the differences between the means 

of the carbon-pressure scores were not significant and 

showed no evidence that there were differences in tension 

between the groups. 

An attempt was then made to determine if a combina

tion of the carbon-pressure scores of Groups A and B would 

reveal a significant difference when compared with Group C 

scores. When the data were handled in this way, the mean 

carbon-pressure score of the AB (maximum-medium tension) 

Group was 3.66. The mean score for Group C (minimum ten

sion) was found to be 3• 7^4-- The difference of .08 was not 

statistically significant, and it was apparent that the 

carbon-pressure method of measuring tension failed to reveal 

that differences between the amounts of tension existed. 

These results led to speculation as to the reasons 

for the negative results. Physical pressure of sufficient 



TABLE IV 

A COMPARISON OF CARBON-PRESSURE SCORES OF THE THREE 
EQUATED GROUPS WHEN SUBJECTED TO DIFFERING 

LEVELS OF TENSION-INDUCING STIMULI 

Groups Mean 

Difference 
between 
means 

Standard 
error of 
difference 

J 

"t" 
ratio 

Leve 
signif 

.05 

I of 
icance 

.01 

A (Maximum tension) 

B (Medium tension) 

3.48 

3.84 
.36 .22 l!j62 ' No 

B (Medium tension) 

C (Minimum tension) 
1  

3.84 

3.74 
.10 .08 1.19 No 

A (Maximum tension) 

C (Minimum tension) 

3.48 

3.74 
.26 .23 

i 

1.14 No 
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intensity to cause the pencil to mark on the top sheet of 

the test packet was, of course, exercised by every one of 

the subjects. The issue, in this case, was not whether such 

pressure was present, but whether the different psycholog

ical stimuli caused differences to appear in the mean amount 

of pressure exercised by each group. The results indicate 

that the stimuli did not cause such differences to appear. 

It is not possible to say from the evidence derived from 

this measure, alone, whether this was due to the fact that 

the tension stimuli had no effect; or whether the carbon-

pressure technique, itself, failed to measure psychological 

tension. This evidence, being inconclusive, could not give 

support to any of the hypotheses tested by this experiment. 

Differences between pulse rates. In the case of 

pulse rates, there were two unexpected occurrences that made 

the measures on this variable questionable. The first of 

these took place in the process of equating the three groups 

on this variable. An assumption was made by this investiga

tor that when the groups were equated on the variables of 

carbon-pressure, AIS scores, and previous test scores in the 

psychology class, the mean pulse rate would not be signif

icantly different from group to group. This assumption was 

made on the basis of previous measures of pulse rate con

ducted in several classes. In no case was a significant 
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difference found between groups or between the scores of the 

same group on two control occasions. After the experimental 

procedure in the present study had been completed, however, 

it was discovered that the three groups were not equated on 

pulse rate. Instead, a difference of 6.7 beats per minute, 

significant at the .05 level of confidence, appeared between 

the mean pulse rates of Groups A and C. The difference 

between the means of Group A and Group B was not signif

icant. 

When the final differences between mean pulse rates 

were determined and analyzed, no significant differences 

were found between them, even though the mean control score 

of Group C was significantly below the other two groups. 

The itiean pulse rates obtained during the experimental proce

dure are given in Table V below. 

The addition of a correcting factor to the low mean 

achieved by Group C in the equating procedure did not seem 

to be justified in light of the tenuous reliability of this 

measure as found in the present study. Neither did it seem 

to be an appropriate procedure to consider Groups A and B 

together in a comparison with Group C. This decision was 

further justified by a mistake in timing made by an assist

ant. This incident occurred when pulse rates were obtained 

from Group C during the experiment. The assistant in charge 



TABLE V 

A COMPARISON OF PULSE RATES OF THE THREE EQUATED GROUPS 
WHEN SUBJECTED TO DIFFERING LEVELS OF 

TENSION-INDUCING STIMULI 

Groups Mean 

Difference 
between 
means 

Standard 
error of 
difference 

ut" 
ratio 

Leve 
signif 

.05 

1 of 
icance 

.01 

A (Maximum tension) 

B (Medium tension) 

85.76 

83.41 
2.35 2.49 .94 

i 
No 

B (Medium tension) 

C (Minimum tension) 

83.41 

87.17 
3.76 3.37 1.11 No 

A (Maximum tension) 

C (Minimum tension) 

85.76 

87.17 
1.41 ' 3.29 .43 

. 

No 
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of this group allowed the subjects a thirty second, rather 

than a sixty second, interval for the obtaining of their 

pulse rates. This happened because of his unfamiliarity 

with the particular stop watch that had been lent to him for 

the occasion. 

In an attempt to compensate for this error, the 

investigator later doubled the individual pulse rates of 

Group 0, but this resulted in a group mean pulse rate per 

minute somewhat higher than would have been the case if the 

full minute period had been allowed. In this regard, Blatz 

is reported as finding that a fear stimulus caused an 

immediate acceleration of the heart, followed by a marked 

retardation with a less marked acceleration, leading later 

to a gradual retardation over a final long period.^ 

In the present experiment, the pulse rates were taken 

for only a two and one-half minute period of elapsed time in 

Group G, instead of the expected five minute period. In 

that short time, the pulse rate might not have had time to 

subside. The initial increase in rate might well have been 

caused by the irregular procedure of changing rooms and 

climbing the stairs to the new location. Since the 

instructions given to this group were not intended to 

•'•Christian A. Ruckmick, The Psychology of Feeling and 
Emotion (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 193&), P. 3°5» 
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produce tension, the Increase In pulse rate might be 

credited to the antecedent activity rather than to imposed 

tension. In addition, several subjects afterwards reported 

that they became confused at their apparent low pulse rate 

(due to "the unsuspected half-time) and gave the benefit of 

a doubt to their count by adding a few beats. These reasons 

are possible explanations for the more rapid rate being 

achieved by this group. Regardless of the reason, less 

dependence can be placed on the mean pulse rate of Group C 

than the rates for Groups A and B. 

In a comparison of the mean pulse rates of Groups A 

and B, no significant difference was found between them. 

An obvious explanation for this result is that the dif

ference in intensity between the stimuli imposed on each 

group was not great enough to be reflected in a difference 

in pulse rate. Pulse rate change, itself, has been 

described elsewhere (Chapter V) as a valid indicator of 

strong emotion. It is possible that, in the present study, 

the difference between a medium and a maximum tension 

stimulus was too slight to be registered by a change in 

pulse rate. In the case of this variable, therefore, it 

cannot be said that the results gave support to any of the 

original hypotheses, since the existence of tension was not 

proven. 
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Dlfferences between AIS scores. The third measure of 

differences in tension was the difference between mean 

scores earned by each of the three groups on the AIS. The 

experimental scores achieved by the groups are shown in 

Table VI. As the data show, the difference between the mean 

AIS scores of Groups A and B was not significant, but dif

ferences between each one of these groups and Group C were 

found to be significant at the .01 level of confidence. 

When the scores of Groups A and B were combined and compared 

with Group C, the difference between the mean scores, .75* 

was also significant at the .01 level. 

In the two groups of students (Groups A and B) who 

were told that their grade in the course would be influ

enced by their scores on the "General Test of Knowledge of 

Psychology," psychological tension (as measured by the AIS) 

appeared to exist to a greater extent than it did in 

Group G, in which the students were told that the test score 

would not count on their grades. No difference appeared in 

mean AIS scores between Group A, which was told that the 

test would count a maximum amount; and Group B, which was 

told that the test would count a medium amount. 

Thus, differences in psychological tension, as meas

ured by the AIS, were found between groups of students who 

were given differing information concerning whether a test 

would count on their grade in a course. The AIS was not 



TABLE VI 

A COMPARISON OF MEAN AIS SCORES OF THE THREE EQUATED 
GROUPS WHEN SUBJECTED TO DIFFERING LEVELS 

OF TENSION-INDUCING STIMULI 

Groups Mean 

Difference 
between 
means 

I 

Standard 
error of 
difference 

"t" 
ratio 

Leve 
signif 

.05 

1 of 
icance 

.01 

A (Maximum tension)( 

B (Medium tension) 

2.68 

2.97 
.29 .23 1.27 No 

B (Medium tension) 

C (Minimum tension) 

2.97 

2.00 
.97 .21 4.69 Yes Yes 

A (Maximum tension) 

C (Minimum tension) 

2.68 

2.00 
.68 .20 3.37 Yes Yes 

to 
en 
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able to differentiate between the two levels of maximum and 

medium tension; but it was able to do so between these two 

levels, taken either separately or together, and a third 

level designated as minimum tension. 

Differences in tension as indicated by differences in 

variability. A further examination was made of the data to 

determine whether any differences between the groups were 

produced by the differing treatment imposed upon them. This 

method of dealing with the data involved no additional meas

uring technique, but it did involve a reworking of the data 

already acquired. In this procedure, the variabilities of 

the groups were compared to determine if the maximum tension 

stimulus produced significantly greater variability in its 

group than did the medium or minimum stimuli in their 

respective groups. This was in line with the findings of 

Mandler and Sarason, who found that groups of subjects in 

states of high anxiety evidenced more variability in their 

test performance than did groups in states of lesser 

anxiety.^ 

Variability of test performance was compared by 

determining the significance of the difference between the 

George Mandler and Seymour B. Sarason, "A Study of 
Anxiety and Learning," Journal of Abnormal and Social 
Psychology, JCLVII (April, 1952), 173. 
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standard deviations of the group scores. Table VII below 

gives the results from this treatment of the data. Differ

ences between the standard deviations of the groups in 

performance on the "General Test of Knowledge of Psychology" 

were, in no case, found to be significant. 

Pulse rate comparisons, when utilized in this proce

dure, did reveal significant differences between Groups B 

and C, and Groups A and C. This difference, however, was in 

the wrong direction; since Group C, the minimum tension 

group, registered a greater variability than either of the 

other two groups. This difference was apparently another 

manifestation of the timing error made by the assistant in 

charge of Group G, and, as such, cannot be considered to be 

valid. Carbon-pressure scores, likewise, were found to be 

insensitive to differences in psychological tension, as 

measured by a comparison of standard deviations. 

Differences between the standard deviations of the 

AIS scores, however, were found to be significant when 

comparison was made between those of Groups A with C, and 

B with G. The difference between Groups A and B was not 

significant. When Groups A and B were combined and compared 

with Group C, a difference between standard deviations 

significant at the .05 level was found ("t" = 2.51). 

In the consideration of the data in this manner, dif

ferences in standard deviations on measures of pulse rate 



TABLE VII 

A COMPARISON OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF GROUP 
SCORES ON FOUR VARIABLES 

Variable 
Tension 
groups 

Standard 
deviation 

Difference 
between 
standard 

deviations 

Standard 
eiror of 
difference 

",t" 
ratio 

Leve 
signif 

.05 

1 of 
icance 

.01 

Achievement 
test 
score 

A (Maximum) 

B (Medium) 

4.46 

4.68 
.22 .63 .35 No 

Achievement 
test 
score 

B (Medium) 

C (Minimum) 

4 . 6 8  

5.39 
.71 .71 1.00 No 

Achievement 
test 
score 

A (Maximum) 

C (Minimum) 

4.46 

5.39 
.93 .81 1.14 No 

Carbon 
pressure 

A (Maximum) 

B (Medium) 

.89 

1.02 
.13 . 56 .23 No 

Carbon 
pressure 

B (Medium) 

C (Minimum) 

1.02 

1.01 
.01 .60 .02 No 

Carbon 
pressure 

A (Maximum) 

C (Minimum) 

.89 

1.01 
.12 .56 .21 No 



TABLE VII (continued) 

Variable 
Tension 
groups 

Standard 
Deviation 

Difference 
between 
standard 

deviations 

Standard 
error of 
difference 

nt« 
ratio 

Lev 
Signi 

.05 

el of 
ficance 

.01 

Pulse 
rate 

A (Maximum) 

B (Medium) 

10.22 

11.16 
-.94 1.96 .48 No 

Pulse 
rate 

B (Medium) 

C (Minimum) 

11.16 

16.59 5.43 2.63 2.06 Yes No 

Pulse 
rate 

A (Maximum) 

C (Minimum) 

10.22 

16.59 
-6.37 2.56 2.48 Yes Yes 

AIS 

A (Maximum) 

B (Medium) 

.96 

1.00 
-.04 .13 .32 No 

AIS 
B (Medium) 

C (Minimum) 

1.00 

.74 
.26 .11 2.45 Yes Yes AIS 

A (Maximum) 

C (Minimum) 

.96 

.74 
.22 .11 2.00 Yes No 



and carbon-pressure gave no indication that psychological 

tension was present. Differences in variability of AIS 

scores, however, were significant when a dichotomy of ten

sion non-tension was organized from the data. A significant 

difference in variability was not found to exist between the 

maximum and medium tension groups. 

Differences in tension, as revealed by differences in 

AIS score variability between the groups, indicated that 

psychological tension was present. This conclusion, when 

applied to the test of the hypotheses proposed by this 

study, gave support to the one which stated that differing 

degrees of psychological tension would produce no differ

ences in the test performance of three equated groups of 

college students. 

Explanation of di sparity in results of measures of 

differences in tension. In order to reconcile the results 

obtained from the other two measures of tension with those 

from the AIS, it is necessary to examine what it is that 

they each measure. If they measure tension at all, pulse 

rate is a measure of an individual's physiological respon

siveness to a stimulating situation; carbon-pressure is a 

measure of the individual's muscular responsiveness to the 

situation, while the AIS is predominantly a measure of the 

individual's psychological responsiveness to the situation. 
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While these three types of involvement do not exist in 

isolation in the human body, separate measurements of the 

amount of any one of them can apparently give results that 

are not necessarily related to measurements of the other 

two. Thus, an automobile can produce speed, heat, and 

power--all products of its engine; and yet, these three can 

be measured separately and vary independently of each other. 

At low throttle there may be little relationship between 

them, but at full throttle, they are closely associated. In 

the present experiment, the tension-stimuli might have been 

sufficient to produce differences in psychological involve

ment between the groups but not sufficient to produce 

physiological or muscular differences between them. The 

fact that the stimulus was a psychological one also had a 

bearing on the type of differences that became apparent. 

Since the AIS results indicated that psychological 

tension was present, and pulse rate and carbon-pressure 

indicated that it was not, the possibility existed that the 

subjects marked the AIS items as they thought they were 

expected to mark them, rather than as they actually felt at 

the moment. This possibility was checked by comparing each 

AIS score on Item No. 2. "To what extent, at the present 

moment, are you experiencing an accelerated heart beat?" 

with the pulse rate later determined by actual count of the 

subject. When this comparison was made, 12 per cent of the 
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scores on this item on the AIS were found to indicate an 

increase in pulse rate that was not reported by the actual 

count taken later. The remainder of the count (88 per cent) 

showed an agreement between the AIS item on pulse rate and 

the actual count of pulse rate obtained a few minutes later. 

The same pattern was found in regard to carbon-

pressure scores and the following two related items on the 

AIS: No. 5. "To what extent, at the present time, do you 

have a feeling of muscular tension?" and No. 6. "To what 

extent are you gripping your pencil (or pen) tightly?" 

In only a minority of cases (18 per cent) did an AIS score 

indicate muscular tension that was not supported later by a 

carbon-pressure score. 

These results indicate that there was little attempt 

by the students to falsify the AIS scores by putting down 

the response that was expected rather than the one that 

indicated the true state of their feelings. Thus, the AIS 

score seemed to be a conservative measure of psychological 

tension rather than an exaggerated one. 

Support for the belief that differences in psycholog

ical tension were present during the experiment was shown by 

the differences in variability in the AIS scores of the two 

tension groups when compared with Group C. These differ

ences indicated that psychological tension existed to a 

greater extent in the groups in which it was intended to be 
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imposed, and to a lesser extent in the group in which it was 

not intended to be imposed. 

If it is granted that the AIS score means and differ

ences in variability indicated that tension was present in 

Groups A and B, then the null hypothesis, which stated that 

such tension would produce no differences in test perform

ance between the three groups, was supported by these 

results. 

III. MEASURES OP DIFFERENCES IN TENSION WITHIN GROUPS 

In the previous section, the data were considered as 

being the result of three differing kinds of stimuli being 

imposed upon three groups of subjects. In this section, the 

same data were dealt with in terms of the amount and 

significance of the difference between the control and 

experimental scores of each group. This method of treatment 

could only be applied to pulse rate, carbon-pressure, and 

AIS scores; since the dependent variable, scores on the 

"General Test of Knowledge of Psychology," was obtained 

during the experimental procedure only. 

For each of these factors therefore, the attempt was 

made to determine if the groups that were exposed to the 

various stimuli, which were intended to produce maximum, 

medium, or minimum tension, showed a change in the scores 

from the control to the experimental situation. It was 
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expected that Group A would show the most difference between 

the control and experimental scores in the measures of ten

sion; Group C, the least; and Group B, a medium amount. 

Differences between control and experimental carbon-

pressure scores. The results obtained by this treatment of 

the carbon-pressure scores of the three groups of subjects 

confirmed the former findings in regard to this measure. 

Table VIII gives the values from which this conclusion was 

reached. It is apparent that no significant change in 

carbon-pressure occurred from control to experimental situa

tions in any of the groups. Since differences in tension 

appeared in the AIS scores in the group-to-group comparison, 

and students in the maximum and medium tension groups 

reported feeling annoyed with the procedure; it is apparent 

that carbon-pressure failed to measure existing tension. 

Differences between control and experimental pulse 

rates. Pulse rate was the second measure in which the data 

were dealt with by comparing the final experimental scores 

with the control scores. Table IX gives the results from 

this statistical treatment. Group a, for which increases in 

pulse rate could logically have been expected, registered no 

significant differences; while the change in Group B was 

significant at the .05 level of confidence. The pulse rate 

in Group G, which was not expected to change at all from the 



TABLE VIII 

A COMPARISON OF CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL CARBON-PRESSURE 
SCORES OF THE THREE EQUATED GROUPS 

Tension 
group 

Control 
mean 

Experimental 
mean 

Difference 
between 
means 

Correlation 
between 

control and 
experimental 

scores 

Standard 
error of 
difference 

"t" 
ratio 

Leve. 
signif. 
.05 

L of 
Lcance 
.01 

A (Maximum) 3.58 3.48 -.10 .30 .19 .53 No 

B (Medium) 3.84 3.84 .00 .41 .18 No 

C (Minimum) 3.76 3.74 -.02 .51 .18 .11 No 

i—1 

ui 



TABLE IX 

A COMPARISON OF CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL PULSE RATE 
OF THE THREE EQUATED GROUPS 

Tension 
group 

Control 
mean 

Experimental 
mean 

Difference 
between 
means 

Correlation 
between 

control and 
experimental 

scores 

Standard 
error of 
difference 

«t" 
ratio 

Leve! 
signif: 

.05 

. of 

.cance 

.01 

A (Maximum) 82.80 85.26 2.96 .46 1.99 1.49 No 

B (Medium) 79.90 83.41 3.51 .55 2.12 1.65 No 

C (Minimum) 76.10 87.17 11.07 .35 3.13 3.53 Yes Yes 

t-" 
& 
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control to the experimental situations, increased by eleven 

points, making a difference significant at the .01 level of 

confidence. This increase, open to question as to its 

validity, is discussed on pages 130 to 13I4. of this chapter. 

Difference between control and experimental AIS 

scores. Scores on the AIS were analyzed to determine if 

significant differences between control means and experimen

tal means were present. Table A. gives the results of this 

comparison. 

An analysis of the mean AIS scores made from this 

treatment of the data indicated that this instrument showed 

a significant increase in psychological tension in Groups A 

and B, where an increase was expected, but that the increase 

was not in proportion to the intensity of the stimulus in 

each case. Group B, exposed to the stimulus of medium ten

sion, had a greater increase from its own control value than 

did Group A, which was exposed to maximum tension. 

A possible explanation for this contradiction of 

the expected result was the fact that the unusual initial 

procedure, which had occurred downstairs where the class was 

divided into three groups, had aroused a state of expectancy 

in the students. This expectancy was that some kind of 

demonstration, experiment, or psychological trickery would 

be imposed upon them, and they were quite prepared to enjoy 



TABLE X 

A COMPARISON OF CONTROL AIS SCORES WITH EXPERIMENTAL 
SCORES OF THE THREE EQUATED GROUPS 

Tension 
group 

Control 
mean 

Experimental 
mean 

Difference 
between 
means 

Correlation 
between 
control and 
experimental 

scores 

Standard 
error of 
difference 

nt» 
ratio 

Leve' 
signif: 

.05 

L of 
Lcance 

.01 

A (Maximum) 2.31 2.68 
1 

.37 .64 .14 2.64 Yes Yes 

B (Medium) 2.18 2.97 .79 .44 .17 4.64 Yes Yes 

C (Minimum) 2.20 2.00 -.20 .53 .12 1.67 No No 

-fc. 
oo 
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the fun. Several times before in the course, the regular 

lecture routine had been interrupted for the showing of 

films, demonstrations of Gestalt principles, administration 

of intelligence tests, or some other relevant activity. 

After they had convened in the designated room, the 

members of Group B listened to the experimenter's instruc

tions with growing resentment. Instead of finding that they 

were going to be entertained, or at least interested by what 

was going to happen, they discovered that a test was going 

to be given to them. This aroused anger, since the expecta

tion was prevented from fulfillment. In addition, the 

reason for giving the test seemed to be an arbitrary one. 

Thus, anger, rather than fear was aroused. 

The anger thus aroused was real and uninfluenced by 

any thought that the whole situation was just an experiment. 

They were being given an unexpected and probably unnecessary 

test, and they didn't like it. Their resentment was 

expressed by several sharp questions, which they directed at 

the experimenter. These concerned the possibility that 

their group was being singled out for this particular 

imposition. The questions were answered by the investiga

tor in as unprovoking a way as possible, but this was 

apparently unsatisfactory to some of the members of the 

group. Several instances of hostile mutterings were over

heard. 
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In Group A, which was told that the test would 

replace the one given on the previous Monday and, more 

importantly was accused of dishonesty in order to provide a 

stimulus that would provoke maximum tension, several ques

tions were also asked. The answers given by the experimen

ter, in this instance, were apparently more evasive than 

resentment provoking, for no hostile mutterings were over

heard. Anger at the imposition of the test upon them was 

apparently overridden by empathy for the unknown guilty stu

dent, a fear response with fewer overt manifestations. As a 

result, the members of the group appeared to be somewhat 

docile and acceptive of whatever corrective measures the 

instructor of the class deemed it necessary to undertake. 

In the case of Group C, the change from the control 

to the experimental situation involved no change in the 

stimulus, so no difference in mean scores was expected. The 

mean score of Group G was actually less for the experimental 

situation that it was for the control, although this differ

ence was not statistically significant. 

Thus, psychological tension, as measured by the AIS, 

appeared to be present in the experimental situation, since 

differences in the expected direction appeared when experi

mental scores were compared with control scores. This 

result contradicted the results obtained from the carbon-

pressure technique and pulse rate. If it is granted that 
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the AIS was predominantly a psychological instrument, then 

its greater sensitivity to a psychological stimulus may be 

the explanation for this disagreement of results. 

Differences in variability between control and exper

imental scores. If increased tension imposed upon a group 

increases variability of performance, then the variability 

of a group's test performance should be greater when the 

results of the test are to be counted on a course grade than 

when the results of the test are not to be counted on the 

grade. Similarly, when scores from measures of tension, 

obtained when the groups are under psychological tension, 

are compared with scores obtained when the groups are not 

under tension, a difference in variability should again be 

apparent. In the treatment of the data in this section, 

differences between control and experixriental standard devia

tions are determined and tested for significance. Table XE 

gives the results when the data are treated in this manner. 

The pattern of results that was apparent in the 

previous considerations of the data is again seen when the 

variability of the scores of each measure in the non-test 

situation is compared with their variability in the pretest 

- situation. With the exception of Group C pulse rate, no 

significant increase in variability was found when the 

standard deviations of the two physiological measures of 

tension were compared in this particular manner. Neither 



TABLE XI 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF 
SCORES ON MEASURES OF TENSION OBTAINED 

FROM THE THREE EQUATED GROUPS 

Tension 
group Variable 

Control 
standard 
deviation 

Experimental 
standard 
deviation 

Difference 
between 
standard 

deviations 

Standard 
error of 
difference 

"t" 
ratio 

Leve 
signif 

.05 

1 of 
icance 

.01 

A (Maximum) 
B (Medium) 
C (Minimum) 

Carbon 
pressure 

.93 

.77 

.98 

.89 
1.02 
1.01 

-.04 
.25 
.03 

.17 

.18 

.16 

.24 
1.39 
.19 

No 
No 
No 

A (Maximum) 
B (Medium) 
C (Minimum) 

Pulse 
rate 

10.83 
13.00 
11.80 

10.20 
11.10 
16.50 

-.63 
-1.90 
4.70 ' 

1.70 
1.81 
2.55 

.37 
1.05 
1.84 

No 
No 
Yes 

A (Maximum) 
B (Medium) 
C (Minimum) 

A IS 
. 66 
.55 
.56 

.96 
1.00 
.74 

.30 

.45 

.18 

.18 

.18 

.11 

2.56 
2.57 
1.69 

Yes 
Yes 
No 

Yes 
Yes 

u» 
ro 
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could a consistent pattern of differences be determined from 

these data. Group A (maximum tension) showed less variabil

ity in experimental scores than in control scores in both 

carbon-pressure and pulse rate, while Group B (medium ten

sion) increased its variability in carbon-pressure and 

decreased it in pulse rate. Group C, in which no change in 

variability was expected, increased in both carbon-pressure 

and pulse rate. 

On the other hand, the significant increase in 

variability in scores on the AIS from the control to the 

experimental situation would seem to indicate that, in the 

case of Groups A and B, psychological tension was present. 

Group C, in which no increase in variability was expected, 

had no significant increase in this factor. 

Summary of indications of tension. No evidence that 

psychological tension produced any differences in the test 

performance of college students was obtained from this 

experiment. In this regard, the null hypothesis, which 

stated that there would be no significant difference between 

the mean achievement test performance of any of the groups 

when they were subjected to differing degrees of tension-

arousing stimuli, was supported0 

The results obtained from two of the measures of 

tension, pulse rate and carbon-pressure, gave no indication 

that tension of any sort was present. It was felt by the 
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present investigator that this was an indication that these 

measures did not measure psychological tension, rather than 

that psychological tension was not present. This belief was 

strengthened by the group results from the AIS, which indi

cated consistently that psychological tension was present in 

the group situations in which it was intended to be present 

and not present to a significant degree in the group situa

tions in which it was not intended to be present. Further 

evidence indicating the uniqueness of the areas of measure

ment of pulse rate and carbon-pressure was seen in the 

negligible relationship found between the tension groups1 

scores on the AIS and pulse rate (r = .10), and AIS and 

carbon-pressure (r = .11). 

While it may be granted that psychological tension 

was present, there was no evidence that physiological ten

sion was present. It is possible to reconcile the presence 

of psychological tension and the absence of physiological 

tension by assuming that the psychological stimuli were not 

intense enough to trigger the sympathetic nervous system's 

innervation of heart beat and-muscular tension. Thus, in 

the case of Groups A and B, psychological tension was pres

ent, but the physiological concomitants of strong emotion, 

increased heart beat and muscular tension, were not. The 

emotion-arousing power of the stimulus was below the limen 

of the thalamic area. 
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The AIS failed to distinguish between responses to 

the maximum tension-stimulus and the medium tension-stim

ulus. It consistently showed the presence of psychological 

tension by the increased variability of its results in the 

situations in which the tension-stimuli were imposed, and it 

indicated no significant change in variability of its 

results in situations in which no tension-stimulus was 

imposed. Here again, however, the group results on the AIS 

did not distinguish between the maximum and medium tension 

responses, but only between those of tension and non-

tension. 

III. THE RELATIONSHIP OP MEASURES OF TENSION 

TO A MEASURE -OP GENERAL ANXIETY 

The purpose of this section of the chapter is to test 

the final hypothesis of this study, that the relationship of 

the tension measures to a measure of general anxiety i~s not 

significantly different from zero. The Taylor Manifest 

Anxiety Scale (MAS) was the measure of general anxiety used 

in the present study. It is derived from the MMPI, and the 

scores of the subjects involved in the present experiment 

were obtained from MMPI answer sheets. These scores were 

correlated with the measures of psychological tension used 

in the present study. In this procedure, only the data 

from the experimental situation from Groups A and B were 
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considered, since Group C was not exposed to the stimulus 

that was intended to be tension-arousing. 

Relationship between carbon-pressure scores, pulse 

rate, and MAS scores. No relationship w.as found between 

carbon-pressure scores and those obtained from the subjects 

on the MAS (r = .02). Two possible explanations can be made 

for this result. The first is that the MAS and carbon-

pressure measured two variables present in human beings that 

are unrelated to each other. This explanation does not seem 

to be a logical one for the present case, since muscular 

tension has been associated with psychological tension by a 

number of writers, two of whom were cited in Chapter V as 

justification of the use of the carbon-pressure technique. 

Such a relationship, it must be admitted was not found in 

the present study. The explanation for this seems to lie in 

the second explanation, ventured for the lack of relation

ship found between the MAS and carbon-pressure scores. This 

second explanation is that while the MAS is a measure of 

psychological tension, carbon-pressure is not. In the pres

ent study, there was no evidence that the carbon-pressure 

technique measured psychological tension, although it was 

logically expected to do so. Therefore, in the present 

experiment, when the scores on the MAS, which is a measure 

of general psychological tension or anxiety, were correlated 
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with scores from the carbon-pressure technique, no relation

ship could be expected to be found between them. 

The correlation between pulse rate and MAS was like

wise found to be negligible (r = . 0I4.),, In this case, the 

same explanation that was described for carbon-pressure is 

offered. Since pulse rate did not measure psychological 

tension in the present experiment, no relationship could be 

expected between its scores and those on a measure which did 

measure psychological tension. 

Relationship between pulse rate and carbon-pres sur e 

scores. An attempt was then made to determine if pulse rate 

and carbon-pressure measures were related. The correlation 

of pulse rate with carbon-pressure scores was found to be 

-.03, a negligible relationship. It seems apparent, when 

one examines these results, that these two measures not only 

did not measure psychological tension, but also varied in a 

manner completely independent of each other. It seems log

ical to assume that the lack of relationship between them is 

an additional indication that pulse rate and muscular ten

sion, as measured by carbon-pressure, were not innervated 

sympathetically by the psychological stimuli imposed. 

Relationship between MAS and AIS scores. When the 

scores on the AIS, given during a regular lecture class were 
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correlated with the scores on the MAS, no relationship was 

found between them (r = .02). When the scores on the AIS, 

given before the psychology achievement test were correlated 

with the scores on the MAS, a correlation of .22 was 

obtained. This coefficient was not significant, for with an 

N of 59, an r of .26 would have been necessary before the 

.05 level was reached. In addition, the fact that both AIS 

and MAS measured psychological tension, the former specific 

and the other general, a coefficient much higher would have 

been expected. This lack of relationship between scores on 

the two measures would seem to indicate that a tendency to 

develop psychological tension in a college testing situation 

was not necessarily a manifestation of a generalized anxiety 

in the subjects in the present experiment. 

Thus, the fifth hypothesis of the present study, 

which stated that the relationship between tension measures 

of the present experiment and selected scores on the MMPI 

would not be found to be significantly different from zero, 

was supported. 

IV. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES 

ON HIGH ANXIOUS AND LOW ANXIOUS SUBJECTS 

The study by Sarason, Mandler, and Craighill, 

described in Chapter IV, reported that when high anxiety 
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subjects were compared with low anxiety subjects on test 

performance, significant differences were found between 

| them. This finding was checked by an analysis of the data 
i 

! in the present experiment and is reported in this section. 
i i 

Hypothesis tested. Sarason, Handler, and Craighill 

hypothesized that when high anxious subjects, as measured by 

the MAS, were compared with low anxious subjects in a test 

in which instructions indicated that their performance was 

an indication of intelligence, the low anxious subjects 

would have significantly higher scores on the test than 

would the high anxious subjects. Their second hypothesis 

stated that when instructions gave no indication that intel

ligence was being tested, no significant difference would be 

found between the scores of high and low anxious subjects. 

The present investigator felt that the instructions that 

indicated to the students that the scores on the "General 

Test of Knowledge of Psychology" would be counted on their 

grades, were psychologically equivalent to those of Sarason, 

Mandler, and Craighill, which connected the test performance 

with intelligence. 

-^Seymour B. Sarason, George Mandler, and 
Peyton G. Craighill, "The Effect of Differential Instruc
tions on Anxiety and Learning," Morton Prince Memorial 
Supplement, Supplement to The Journal of Abnormal and Social 
Psychology, XLVII (April, 1952), 561-65. 
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Procedure and test of the hypothesis. The MAS scores 

for Groups A and B, who were told that their test scores 

would count on their grades, were combined and divided at 

the median. The mean score for each of the resulting halves 

on the "General Test of Knowledge of Psychology" was then 

computed. These means were next compared to determine if 

the low anxiety subjects in Groups A and B had significantly 

higher scores than the high anxiety subjects. 

The high anxious half of the subjects achieved a mean 

test score of 23.51 and the low anxious half achieved a mean 

score of 20.$8, The difference of 2.93 between the two 

means was not significant. This finding failed to support 

the first hypothesis of Sarason, Mandler, and Craighill, 

since the score of the low anxious subjects was not signif

icantly different from the high anxious subjects. 

The second hypothesis was tested by comparing the 

mean scores of the high anxiety and low anxiety subjects on 

test performance in Group C, which was exposed to the min

imum tension-stimuli. This hypothesis was supported, since 

the high anxiety subjects earned a mean score of 22.78 on 

the test, while the low anxiety subjects earned a score of 

21.07. The difference of 1.71 was not significant. 

These findings were consistent with the other find

ings of the present study, since no significant differences 
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in test performance occurred between the groups. This was 

found to be true, irrespective of the general anxiety scores 

of the subjects. 

V. SUMMARY 

The purpose of the experimental procedure in the 

present study was to determine which one of four hypotheses 

relating to the effect of psychological tension on the test 

performance of college students would be supported. Further 

treatment of the data attempted to determine the relation

ship between the measures of tension used in the study and a 

measure of general anxiety. In addition, the data were 

examined to determine if the results were in support of two 

hypotheses concerning the test performance of groups differ

ing in scores on a measure of general anxiety. 

No significant differences were found between the 

mean test scores of the three groups after they had been 

exposed to their particular levels of tension-arousing 

stimuli. Neither was any significant difference found 

between the mean test scores of the minimum tension group 

and the mean of the combined scores of the medium and max

imum tension groups. 

Proof of the presence of psychological tension was 

sought by comparing the mean scores of the tension-exposed 

groups on three measures of tension with the mean scores of 
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the group which had not been exposed to a tension-stimulus. 

The results from two of these measures, carbon-pressure and 

pulse rate, gave no valid indication that psychological ten

sion had been produced in the groups where it was intended. 

Results from one measure, the AIS, developed specifically 

for use in the present study, indicated that psychological 

tension was present; but it did not show any difference 

between the group exposed to a maximum tension-stimulus and 

that exposed to a medium tension-stimulus. 

When variability of scores on the psychology test was 

determined for both tension and non-tension groups, no sig

nificant difference was found. Neither was a valid increase 

in variability of scores found in the groups exposed to 

tension when the results on pulse rate and carbon-pressure 

were considered. When the variability of the scores on the 

AIS was considered, however, significant differences were 

found between the result obtained from the groups in the 

tension situations and those obtained in the non-tension 

situations. 

With the results from carbon-pressure and pulse rate 

indicating that no tension was present, and the results from 

the AIS, indicating that tension was present, an attempt was 

made to reconcile the seeming contradiction. This was done 

by postulating a hierarchy of emotional involvement in which 

psychological tension would be most easily developed, with 
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increases in muscular tension and pulse rate developing with 

more extreme stimulation. This would explain the evidence 

of existing tension coming from the scores on the AIS, and 

the lack of evidence coming from the scores on carbon-

pressure and pulse rate. Rather than say that the data from 

these latter two measures indicated that no psychological 

tension was present, it seems more logical to say that these 

two measures consistently did not measure psychological ten

sion at all. 

When scores on the measures of tension were related 

to a measure of general anxiety, no significant relation

ships were found. Similarly, when the carbon-pressure 

scores were correlated with pulse rate and AIS scores only, 

a negligible relationship was apparent. 

A high anxious and low anxious dichotomy, based on 

scores on the MS, was established. When the test perform

ance of the high anxious subjects was compared with that of 

the low anxious subjects, no significant difference was 

found between them. This finding was true of both the ten

sion and non-tension situations. 



CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The final consideration in an investigation of this 

kind is to bring together all parts of the work: so that 

the need and purpose of the study; and the background, 

procedure, and results can all be united and seen as parts 

of one effort. In this chapter, such a synthesis is pre

sented. 

I. REVIEW OP THE PROBLEM OP THE INVESTIGATION 

The original purpose of a research problem may be 

lost to view when accounts of procedures, previous research, 

and results crowd the memory of the early portions of a 

report from the mind of the reader. Therefore in the 

following section, a summary of the beginning chapters is 

given with an emphasis on how the need to find an answer to 

a problem led to a consideration of theories of emotion. 

This, in turn, led to a statement of specific hypotheses 

that could be tested and considered as answers to the 

problem. 

Need for the study. One of the most often recurring 

problems of a college teacher is the student who, after 

earning a low grade on a test in that instructor's course, 

164 
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insists upon explaining that it was his nervousness while 

taking the test that was to blame for his poor performance. 

This excuse is heard so commonly after examinations that it 

was felt that any possible light shed on the subject might 

be of interest to other college instructors. It was this 

problem that was the real beginning of the present inves

tigation. 

Theories relevant to the problem. Although the need 

to solve the above problem is current in modern times, sim

ilar speculation concerning the effect of tension on 

rational processes has existed ever since man began to study 

himself psychologically. In an attempt to relate the pres

ent problem to a broader point of view, an exploration of 

theories of emotion was undertaken. This study revealed 

that the effect of tension on intellectual processes has 

been of concern to philosophers and psychologists for a long 

time and was still being debated in the present. A selec

tion of theories that attempted to define the problem as it 

is found today was also presented. 

It was noted that there was a tendency of these 

theories to move from positions which claimed that emotions 

and intellect were diametrically opposed to each other to 

positions in which there was claimed to be some harmony of 

operation between them. One modern theory, that of 
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Magda Arnold, seemed to be of such nature that certain 

hypotheses might be derived from it and be tested by a 

procedure in a college classroom. One part of this theory 

stated that a moderate amount of tension was more beneficial 

to mental activity than either an extreme or a minimal 

amount. This portion of the theory was selected to be 

investigated in the present experiment. 

Hypotheses tested. Pour hypotheses were set up, 

three of them stating that test performance would be best in 

a group in which a particular level of psychological tension 

was imposed. One of the hypotheses stated that psycholog

ical tension would cause no differences to appear in the 

test performance of groups of college students. These 

hypotheses were so worded that if psychological tension were 

found to exist, one of them would be supported. An addi

tional hypothesis was proposed which stated that the 

psychological tension that appeared in students who were 

taking a subject matter test was not related to general 

anxiety as measured by a questionnaire-type personality 

test. 

Results of related current research. In the inves

tigation of literature on the effect of tension on 

performance, many studies were found. Some of these were 

experiments performed in psychological laboratories with 
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technical equipment not suitable for use in large classes. 

Other procedures used no technical equipment, but imposed 

tasks on the subjects that were not typical of regular 

classroom procedure. Still others measured psychological 

tension in the subjects before and after they had taken 

subject matter tests, rather than during the tests. 

The accounts of most of these studies indicated that 

psychological tension could be utilized in an experiment on 

test-tension as an independent variable with test perform

ance as a dependent variable. The results of these studies, 

for the most part, indicated that psychological tension 

tended to lower the quality of performance. 

The present study attempted to make the experimental 

procedure as typical of regular classroom testing routine as 

possible. The stimulus that was intended to produce tension 

was a statement telling the amount the test scores would 

count on the students' grades in the course. A regularly 

scheduled class period was used for the procedure, and the 

necessity of giving the test to the class at that particular 

time was explained to them as logically as possible. The 

dependent variable was performance on an achievement test in 

psychology, and the independent variable was the psycholog

ical tension induced by certain information and instructions 

given by the investigator to the subjects. Three measures 

of tension were made during the test. Thus, it was intended 
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that the procedure would be even closer in its resemblance 

to real subject matter test procedure than the previous 

studies discussed. 

II. REVIEW OP THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

The matched group experimental method of obtaining 

the data was selected because of its objectivity and the 

exactness by which the data could be handled. The design 

of the experiment in terms of its dependent and independent 

variables and the method of testing the hypotheses is 

reviewed in this section. 

Choice of setting. A single, relatively large class 

in general psychology (N = 102) was selected to be the one 

that would provide the subjects for the experiment.^" The 

investigator, being the regular instructor of the class, was 

not hampered by having to make arrangements with another 

instructor for the use of his class as subjects. The class 

was not made aware that they were the subjects of the exper

iment until after the procedure was completed. 

Experimental design for testing the hypotheses. In 

planning the details of the experiment, it was decided to 

I 
Due to absences, incompleteness of test scores, and 

other irregularities, the final N of the experiment was 87. 
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use a threat to the students' grades as the tension-inducing 

stimulus, since grades appeared to be one of the principal 

sources of psychological tension in the students. A subject 

matter test, which the subjects would take under three 

conditions of tension (maximum, medium, and minimum), was 

selected as the most obvious measure of the effect of the 

tension developed in the subjects. 

Since tension could not be assumed to exist in the 

subjects without proof, it was necessary to provide some 

means by which it could be shown to exist. After several 

methods of measuring tension were considered, three were 

selected: pulse rate; carbon-pressure, a method by which 

the strength of muscular pressure could be registered; and 

the AIS, a scale containing items concerning which the sub

ject would check his feeling of tension on a line. These 

methods of measuring tension were justified by previous 

usage in tension research or logic. 

The experimental design thus provided for three 

groups who would be equated on the basis of academic ability 

and three measures of tension. Each group of students 

would be subjected to an unexpected stimulus in the form of 

an announcement telling the amount that a test would count 

on their grades. One announcement would indicate that the 

test grade would be of great importance (maximum tension), 

another would indicate that it was of average importance 
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(medium tension), and the third would indicate that the test 

was being taken for standardized purposes and would not 

count on their grade (minimum tension). 

Thus, three levels of tension-producing stimuli would 

be imposed on three equated groups of students, one level to 

each group. The effect of each level of tension on test 

performance would be measured by comparing the mean test 

score of one group with the mean test score of the other two 

groups. This would indicate which level of psychological 

tension would be associated with the best performance. 

Statistical tests of the hypotheses. It was decided 

to use the "t" ratio to test the hypotheses. The mean 

scores of each group on the psychology test would be com

pared with that of the other two groups, and the difference 

would be tested for significance by the "t" ratio. This 

would enable the investigator to determine which of the four 

hypotheses, previously mentioned, would be supported by the 

results. 

The remaining hypothesis, concerning the relationship 

between scores on the measures of tension and scores on a 

measure of general anxiety, could be tested by determining 

the correlation between the scores. Other correlations 

could be computed that would indicate the Interrelations 

between the measures of tension. The presence of tension 
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would be Indicated by differences between the group scores, 

obtained under conditions of tension and non-tension. The 

differences between these scores could also be tested for 

significance by the "t" ratio. 

III. REVIEW OP RESULTS OP THE EXPERIMENT 

The experiment was performed in the manner set forth 

in the experimental design with but a few exceptions. The 

data were collected and then treated statistically to deter

mine the outcome of the tests of the hypotheses. In this 

section, the results are restated and discussed. 

Review of tests of experimental hypotheses. The mean 

test scores of the three groups subjected to the three vary

ing levels of tension were not found to differ significantly 

from each other. Tension was found to be present to the 

extent that the scores on the AIS measured it, although 

pulse rate and carbon-pressure measures of tension did not 

indicate that it was present. 

These results seemed to indicate that psychological 

tension was the first, relatively mild response to the ten

sion-stimulus, for it was not of sufficient intensity to 

arouse the physiological responses of pulse rate and mus

cular tension, as measured by carbon-pressure. Thus, the 

psychological tension, developed in the subjects in response 
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to being told that the test results would count on their 

grade, did not have enough influence to affect performance 

on their tests. An additional explanation of these results 

is that the subjects who were exposed to the tension-stimuli 

mobilized their energies to the extent that any potential 

handicapping effect of the stimulus was not permitted to 

function. 

These findings would seem to indicate that within 

the limitations of this experiment, psychological tension 

developed by students over.the effect that a test score was 

thought to-have on their grade had little effect on how 

well they did on the test. Psychological tension did not 

seem to hamper the good effect of adequate knowledge and 

intelligence. 

No evidence could be found that any difference in 

effort occurred between the groups. The test in psychology 

was apparently one of average difficulty, which required the 

normal amount of effort to earn an average grade. Con

sequently, when the minimum tension group's mean score was 

not found to be significantly different from that of the 

maximum tension group's, it would seem to indicate that the 

minimum tension group put forth as much effort as the max

imum and medium groups. 

In this experiment, therefore, differences in psycho

logical tension were found to have produced no differences 
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In the test performance of college students; and the null 

hypothesis, which stated that this would be the case, was 

supported. 

Tension indicators. The AIS was found to be an 

indicator of psychological tension when scores of tension 

and non-tension groups were compared, and when differences 

in variability between tension and non-tension groups were 

compared. 

The carbon-pressure method of measuring tension was 

not found to be sensitive enough for use in this experiment. 

It failed to indicate differences in tension between the 

groups when such differences should logically have been 

» present. It failed, likewise, to support the expectation 

that anger, as was manifested by the medium tension group, 

for instance, would cause the subjects to bear down harder 

with their pencils on the test sheets. This may have been 

due to the fact that the muscular tension -aroused was not 

expressed by downward pressure on the pencil, but by a 

tightening of the grip on the shaft of the pencil. Whatever 

the reason, it appears that this method of measuring ten-

sion--which has such a heavy weight of physiological logic 

behind it—requires a drastic reworking in order to be an 

effective instrument. 

Pulse rate proved to be an ineffective measure in 

the present experiment, due, probably, to the fact that the 
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stimulus was not intense enough to cause its rate to change. 

Some support may also be given to the point that a lack of 

skill in finding their pulse may have caused some of the 

subjects to falsify their count, merely for the purpose of 

filling-in the pulse rate blanks on the tests where that 

information was requested. Pulse rate cannot be dismissed 

as a non-effective indicator of tension, however. Its suc

cessful use in the lie-detector gives it sufficient validity 

to justify its use as an effective indicator of tension. In 

the present experiment, it failed to indicate that enough 

tension was present to produce a measurable change in the 

rate of heart beat. 

Tests of first four hypotheses. The results of this 

study indicated that psychological tension, manifested by 

college students when they were taking a subject matter 

test, was not necessarily related to general anxiety, as 

measured by a questionnaire-type personality test. When 

the AIS scores of the subjects in the two groups in which 

psychological tension was intended to be imposed were 

correlated with the scores on the MAS, no significant rela

tionship was found. This appeared to indicate that a 

tendency to develop psychological tension in response to the 

demands of a college subject matter test, was not a reflec

tion of a basic condition of anxiety in the individuals. 
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This finding is in apparent contradiction to the statement 

often found in mental hygiene textbooks to the effect that 

a heightened responsiveness to situational tension is a 

characteristic of generalized anxiety. 

A possible explanation of this result lies in the 

fact that many individuals, although not in the generalized 

anxiety category, may have momentary psychological tension 

-over grades easily triggered and just as easily dispelled. 

Some concern for grades, then, might have been found in most 

of the students, and they expressed this momentary concern 

by slightly higher values on the AIS. These scores would 

not be distinguishable from tension scores of a more per

manent nature. They would, however, lower the relationship 

between the scores on the AIS and the MAS, since the MAS 

scores of both high anxious and low anxious subjects would 

be distributed evenly throughout the AIS distribution of 

scores. 

One* "additional hypothesis, not advanced originally in 

this dissertation, was later tested by an.analysis of the 

data. This stated that when a group of students was sub

jected to pressure in the form of some type of ego-involving 

instructions, the subjects who had high scores on a measure 

of general anxiety would not perform as well on an achieve

ment test as the subjects who had low scores on the anxiety 

test. The ego-involving instructions in the present 
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investigation were those which indicated that the test 

scores on the psychology test would count on the student's 

grade in the course. No significant difference was found 

between the mean scores of the high anxiety and low anxiety 

groups on the psychology achievement test in this investiga

tion. This may have been due to the fact that the 

psychological tension aroused was not enough to cause the 

high anxiety subjects to become confused or to commit errors 

in their answers on the test. 

A supplementary hypothesis stated that in a group in 

which the instructions were not ego-involving, the high 

anxiety subjects would not differ in the quality of test 

performance from the low anxiety subjects. This was sup

ported by the results of this experiment. The test of this 

hypothesis was made with the data from Group C, which was 

not subjected to any stimulus intended to be tension-

arousing. 

Consistency of results. If one can accept the claim 

of this investigation that psychological tension was pres

ent in the situations in which it was intended to be, a 

consistent pattern appears in the results. Psychological 

tension of the intensity caused by taking a subject matter 

test in a college class did not seem to affect the test 

performance of the groups subjected to it. A certain amount 
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of tension-tolerance appeared to be present in the groups; 

and since this tolerance was not exceeded, test performance 

was not affected. 

This would seem to indicate that college students, 

in the normal routine of academic work, are not subjected to 

such excessive strain in their test-taking that a disruption 

of their thought processes occurs. Even when a test is 

unannounced and accompanied by rather severe implications 

made by the instructor, there is no indication that test 

performance suffers. This is not to say that the psycholog

ical tension aroused in connection with the taking of a test 

will always be within the limits of tension-toleration, or 

that college students will always find that normal test-

taking routines have no effect on thought processes. What 

is indicated, is that college students can expect to develop 

psychological tension, appropriate to their ability to 

handle it, in most college testing situations. 

Errors and limitations. The experimental procedure, 

as carried out in this study was, with the exception of the 

pulse rate measure in Group G, a reasonably close approxima

tion of the original design proposed. Apparently the 

deception was believed by most of the subjects in the two 

tension groups, and genuine effort was put forth by them on 

the psychology test. 
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For the experiment to have achieved a more valid out

come, a repetition of the procedure with reversed groups 

would have been desirable. However, due to the fiction that 

had to be imposed and then dispelled, this was impossible. 

No subject would have accepted a second procedure of the 

same kind in good faith. In fact, any repetition of the 

procedure at the same institution within two years, even 

with an entirely different group of subjects, would have run 

a strong risk of incredulity on the part of the students. 

Desirable though it may have been, no repetition was pos

sible . 

Since the disparate nature of their treatment would 

become common knowledge as soon as the members of the three 

groups were able to converse with each other, it was 

necessary that all parts of the procedure be accomplished 

within the one fifty minute class hour. The short time that 

had to be allowed for the entire procedure limited each step 

in it: specifically, the length of the AIS, the number of 

one minute pulse counts, the number of items on the "General 

Test of Knowledge of Psychology," and the number of measures 

taken from carbon-pressure. It was felt by the experimenter 

that a more lengthy procedure, involving more tension meas

urements, would change the emphasis from a subject matter 

test that included the taking of certain other measurements 

to a psychological experiment in which the achievement test 
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was merely Incidental. This would have altered the psycho

logical set of the subjects, and no ego-involving motivation 

could, in that case, have been assumed. The difficulty was 

one of obtaining as many e:xperimental data as possible, 

without the subjects becoming aware that they were involved 

in an experiment. Both the results and the informal con

versation with the subjects following the experiment seemed 

to indicate that the "achievement test set," rather than the 

"psychological experiment set," was dominant. 

It had been intended to induce three levels of 

psychological tension in the subjects, but the results 

showed that actually only two levels of tension prevailed. 

In addition, the medium tension-stimulus tended to be more 

productive of psychological tension than did the maximum 

tension-stimulus. This would indicate that in future exper

iments in which a similar gradation of tension-stimuli were 

to be introduced, an arbitrary reason for imposing an 

unexpected test upon the subjects would be a more definite 

tension-inducing stimulus than a punitive, but logical, one. 

In the present experiment, there was some reason to believe 

that the reason for imposing the test was the tension-

stimulus, rather than the instructions concerning the test. 

In theory at least, the maximum tension group may have felt 

that in some way it was being punished for a real trans

gression of some member of the group, while in the minimum 
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tension group, they were being given the test merely because 

it "had just come back from the printer." Accepting this 

change in the designation of the tension-stimulus does not 

change the interpretation of the results, since whatever the 

origin of the psychological tension, it did not seem to 

produce significant differences in the quality of test 

performance in the groups. 

The most accurate and conservative statement of the 

findings of this experiment would be that psychological ten

sion was not found to affect the test performance of college 

students who were taking an achievement test, nor was the 

amount of psychological tension developed by the students 

related to their scores on a measure of general anxiety. 

This interpretation of the results does not necessarily 

apply to a situation in which individuals would be taking 

a highly competitive examination in order to secure an 

appointment to a professional school. Neither does it 

necessarily apply to oral examinations or to demonstrations 

of proficiency on musical instruments or other similar 

skills. These represent individual accomplishments in which 

the ego-involvement exists to a greater extent than, it does 

in ordinary collegiate testing. 

This interpretation of results may be looked upon 

with interest by college teachers, who are often beset by 
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the problem of whether poor test performance is caused by a 

lack of intelligence, an insufficient knowledge of subject 

matter, or by the student's professed tension. In the pres

ent study, psychological tension developed within the 

framework of a college testing situation failed to produce 

differences in test performance between a group in which 

tension had been induced and a group in which it had not 

been induced. 

This study, in its fifth hypothesis, found no rela

tionship between the psychological tension developed in the 

classroom testing situation and a measure of general anxi

ety. It cannot be considered,' however, that susceptibility 

to situational anxiety of any kind was thus found to be 

completely independent of general anxiety. What did seem to 

be indicated was that psychological tension of the type 

produced by the grading system is just as likely to be found 

in individuals with low anxiety scores as those with high 

anxiety scores. 

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Although the conclusion of an investigation brings to 

an end the immediate aspect of the proposed problem, it is 

more likely to have exposed new areas of research to be done 

than it is to have completed its own task. Several unan

swered questions which seem to spring directly from the 
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procedures and results of this study are presented In this 

concluding section. 

Additional methods of measuring tension. If research 

using the general plan of the present investigation were to 

be continued, the development of more sensitive methods of 

measuring tension in a college classroom would be desirable. 

Such measures should be capable of group administration and 

be of such design that they would not interfere with the 

attention of the subjects taking the test. It is suggested 

that data from the measures should be obtainable later from 

test papers or writing implements that the students had 

used. It is possible that a further refinement of the 

carbon-pressure technique used in this study would produce 

such a measure. Another possibility lies in a perspiration 

measure, such as has been developed by McCleary for use in 
O 

the United States Air Force. This method of measuring 

tension was considered for use in this study, but in its 

present form it was found to require a procedure too pon

derous and distracting for use on students who were taking 

a test. 

The i/E ratio (the amount of time taken to breathe 

in, divided by the time taken to breathe out) was used in a 

^Robert A. McGleary, "A Simple Method for the 
Physiological Measurement of Anxiety," Aviation Medicine, 
XXIV (December, 1953.)> 508-l3« 
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pilot study, previous to the present study. The students 

made their own count with the aid of a metronome, but this 

also was found to be too distracting as well as too dif

ficult to be practical. An i/E ratio that could be obtained 

from observation by assistants might be used as a measure 

of tension in small groups. 

Effect of increased psychological tension0 Since the 

results of the present study seemed to indicate that psycho

logical tension, as produced in a college testing situation, 

did not trigger measurable physiological changes, it would 

be of interest to know if a more intense but typical testing 

situation might produce such differences. A final course 

examination, during which scores on the measures of phys

iological tension could be obtained, might provide the 

opportunity for dealing with this problem. 

The use of equivalent forms of the same achievement 

test would permit a number of comparisons to be made within 

the same group under conditions of varied intensity of the 

stimulus. This method of investigation of the effect of 

psychological tension on test performance would eliminate 

the difficulty of equating groups of students, a factor that 

made one phase of the present study inconclusive. 

Suggested research in the counseling area. The 

results of this investigation point to a particular 
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application for academic counselors In colleges and univer

sities. Even though their chief concern may be in giving 

aid to students, some counselors may become interested in 

conducting additional research in their chosen area. 

When a student complains to his counselor that his 

nervousness (psychological tension) is keeping him from 

making high grades in his course examinations, the coun

selor may have reason to suspect that the tension is the 

result rather than the cause of the difficulty. The basic 

difficulty may actually be an inadequate understanding of 

the subject matter, which leaves the student with a help

less, desperate feeling that develops into panic when he is 

faced with a test paper. The first point of attack on the 

problem of the student's low grades may be directed toward 

his better understanding of the subject matter, rather than 

specifically attempting to reduce the tension. 

A student's knowing that he is to receive a grade on 

the examination does not seem to be an adequate explanation 

for the tension that may be developed in the situation, and 

an investigation into the origins of psychological tension 

in a testing situation might be found helpful. In the pres

ent experiment, the information that test scores were going 

to be counted was given to two groups and withheld from a 

third, but no significant differences were found between the-

test scores of the three groups. The fundamental cause of 
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overwhelming tension during the taking of examinations in 

colleges and universities, whether it be^ basically academic 

_or psychological, together with methods for dealing with it 

should be the concern of all faculty members as well as 

those who deal specifically with personality difficulties. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Pour hypotheses that were concerned with the effect 

of psychological tension on the performance of college stu

dents on a subject matter achievement test were tested in 

this experiment. The null hypothesis, which stated that 

psychological tension would produce no significant differ

ences in test performance between groups subjected to tension 

and the group not subjected to tension, was retained. 

Evidence for the presence of tension was sought in 

group differences in three tension measures. The results 

from two measures, pulse rate and carbon-pressure, did not 

indicate that tension of any sort was present. Differences 

between the tension and non-tension groups on a third 

measure, a rating scale developed by the writer specifically 

for use in this study, indicated that tension at a psycho

logical if not a physiological level was present. Accept

ance of proof of the presence of psychological tension in 

the subjects in response to the tension-arousing stimuli, 

led to the conclusion that this manifestation of tension 
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had no significant effect on the test performance of the 

groups that were subjected to it. 

The fifth hypothesis stated that the relationship 

between tension measurements and selected scores on the MMPI 

would not be significantly different from zero. This 

hypothesis was supported, thereby indicating that a tendency 

to develop psychological tension in response to an announce

ment that a test score would count on a grade was not 

related to a general pattern of anxiety in the subjects used 

in the experiment. 

While these results are specific to the situation 

under which they were determined, it is hypothesized that 

other college and university faculty members will find them 

of interest. If this, the final hypothesis of the present 

investigation, is supported, the writer will feel more than 

amply repaid. 
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Name 
AFFECTIVE INVOLVEMENT SCALE 

To what extent, at the present moment, are you aware of an "uneasy" feeling? 

I ao nob nave an Midpoint. ' i am very much aware 
uneasy feeling. of an uneasy feeling. 

To what extent, at the present moment, are you experiencing an accelerated heart beat? 

My neart Deat is not 
accelerated at all. 

Midpoint My heart beat is 
noticeably accelerated. 

To what extent are you perspiring at the present moment? 

i am not aware of 
perspiring at all. 

Midpoint 1 am perspiring a 
great deal. 

To what e;:tent, at the present time, is there a feeling of tension in the pit of your 
stomach? 

1 reel no tension in the 
pit of my stomach. 

Midpoint 1 have a very definite 
uncomfortable feeling in 
the pit of my stomach. 

To what extent, at the present time, do you have a feeling of muscular tension? 

1 an not aware or any 
feeling of muscular tension. 

Midpoint 

i 1 

To what extend; are you gripping your pencil (or pen) tightly? 

1 am gripping it no tighter 
than I usually do. 

Midpoint 

1 have a very definite 
feeling of muscular 
tension. 

1 am gripping it much 
tighter than I usually do. 

To what extent, at the present time, are you feeling angry? 



9. 

10. 

1 an not aware of any 
feeling of muscular tension. 

Midpoint 

l ' 
6. To what extend; are you gripping your pencil (or pen) tightly? 

1 am gripping it no tighter Midpoint 

l have a very definite 
feeling of muscular 
tension. 

1 am gripping it much 
tighter than I usually do. than I usually do. 

7. To what extent, at the present time, are you feeling angry? 

1 am not feeling angry at all. Midpoint 1 am feeling very angry-

8. To what extent, at the present time, are you experiencing a feeling of fear? 

1 am not experiencing 
any feeling of; fear. 

Midpoint 1 feel very fearful. 

To what extent, at the present time, do you wish that you had devoted more study to 
the subject matter of this course during your last opportunity to study it? 

l do not wish that l had 
spent more time on it. 

Midpoint l wish very much that 1 
had spent more time on it, 

To what extent do you feel inadequately prepared to take a test in the subject matter 
of this course? 

l do not feel 
inadequately prepared. 

Midpoint 1 I'eei very inadequately 
prepared. 

11. To what extent, at the present time, are you worried about what you might be required 
to know and recall during the rest of this class period? 

1 am not worried about having 
to recall any subject matter. 

Midpoint i am worried that i mignt 
have to recall a great 
deal of subject matter. 

12. To what extent, at the present time, are you experiencing a shortness of breath? 

1 am not aware of any shortness of Midpoint 
breath. 

13. To what extent, at the present time, are you trembling"; 

Midpoint 

1 feel very short of 
breath. 

I am not trembling at 
all. 

1 am trembling very 
much. 

h-" 
vO 
VJl 
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Psychology 201 
General Psychology 

Practice Test on History of Psychology 

Name 

A. Computation of mean pulse rate per minute 

Trial #1 

Trial #2 

Trial #3 

Trial #4 -

Trial #5 

Total 

B. Fill-in-the-blanks - DIRECTIONS: Fill in the blanks with the 
correct word or phrase. Please print. 

Give the last name of 

1. The author of the text used in this course 

2. The first man who without reservation could be called a 
psychologist . 

3. The founder of psychoanalysis . 

4. The American Behaviorist 

5. One of the founders of Functionalism 

6. Give the definition of psychology utilized in this course: 



Practice Test on History of Psychology 

- 2 -

C. Multiple Choice - DIRECTIONS: Place the letter which designates 
the most correct alternative in the answer column 
at right. 

7. The "Dean of American Psychologists" was 

A. John Dewey 
B. E. B. Titchener 
C. William James 
D. Kurt Lewin 7. 

8. Consciousness is to Wundt as Behavior is to 

A. James 
B. Watson 
C. Angell 
D. Cattell 8. 

9. The study of the bumps on the skull as a determiner 
of human character is called 

A. Phrenology 
B. Mesmerism 
C. Extra-Sensory-Perception 
D. Rationalism 9. 

10. Titchener is to Cornell as James is to 

A. Columbia 
B. Yale 
C. Harvard 
D. Princeton 10. 

D. True-False - DIRECTIONS: Print the word TRUE or FALSE. 

11. In the first half of the 19th century American psychology 
was dominated by a theological viewpoint. 

11. 

12. Aristotle said that when abstract ideas came to reside in 
man, the result was mind. 

12. 

13. The rationalists attempted to arrive at truth by objective 
observation. 

13. 

14. Investigation into the natural sciences was condemned by the 
Christian Church in the early part of the Middle Ages. 

14. 

15. In general, psychology is unsympathetic to the evolutionary 
viewpoint of biology. 

15. 



GENERAL TEST OF KNOWLEDGE OF PSYCHOLOGY  ̂
by 

William E. Baldwin 

Part I. Psychological Computations-and Statistics. 
DIRECTIONS: Count your pulse rate for the five trials timed by your 

instructor. Then answer the questions concerning it. 

Trial #1 Trial #4. 

Trial #2 Trial #5 

Trial #3 

1. What is your mean pulse rate for the five trials? 1. 

2. What is the median of the following group of 
scores? 27, 50, 24, 41, 27, 29, 26, 27. 2. 

3. What is the crude mode of the scores in #2 above? 3. 

4. If the mean in a normal distribution is 87 and the 
standard deviation is 8, between what two score 
limits will 68.2% of the scores lie? 4. 

5. Give the figure and sign which would express per
fect negative correlation. 5. 

Part II. Individuals Important in the History of Psychology. 
DIRECTIONS; Print the last name of the person in the 

answer space. 

6. The person who founded the first psychological 
laboratory in Leipzig, Germany, in 1879 was 6. 

7. The person who founded Psychoanalysis was 7. 

8. The founder of Behaviorism in the United States 
was 8. 

9. The first individual intelligence test was de
veloped in France by Simon and 9. 

10. The names of Wertheimer, Koffka, and Kohler are 
associated with what school of psychology? 10. 

11. What late Harvard professor of psychology is 
sometimes called the "Dean of American 
Psychologists"? 11. 

12. Who first made known the laws of heredity as a 
result of his work with sweet feas? 12. 

13. Who was the author of the book, "The Origin of 
Species by Means of Natural Selection"? 13. 



- 2 - Name 

14. One of the founders of Functionalism was 14 

15. Who is the author of the textbook used in this course? 15 

Part III. Definitions and Short Answers 
DIRECTIONS: Print the word or term which is asked for. 

16. What method was used by Wundt to study consciousness? 16 

17. A shrewd guess as to the probable outcome of a study or an 
experiment is called a(n) ' 17 

18. A mathematical expression of the relationship between two 
variables is called 18 

19. The ultimate determiners of heredity are called 19 

20. Between what two limits is the "average" IQ? 20 

21. The truthfulness of a psychological measure is referred to 
as its 21 

22. The belief of primitive man that the explanation of mind was 
"man within a man" was an example of primitive 22 

23. The belief that animate, inanimate, and supernatural beings 
have the same mental characteristics as human beings is 
known as 23 

24. When an individual feels that the entire population of the 
world would be better off if it were to be exactly like his 
own culture in language, clothing, customs, morals, and 
religion, it is an example of a kind of belief known as 24 

7 5 .  Unlike Socrates, Aristotle believed that mind was not a 
thing or an organ but a 25 

25. A motor or sensory incapacity caused by a psychological 
shock is called 26 

27. What would be the IQ of a child who is mentally advanced 1/4 
beyond his actual chronological age? 27 

28. The difference between the highest and lowest score in a 
distribution is called the 28 

29. What is another name for the mid-score of-a distribution? 29 

30. Unlearned development in structure or function is called 30 

31. "Product-moment" and "Rank-Difference" are methods of 
computing 31 

Give the definition of psychology which is used in this course 


